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··Gardens Population to Go Up 
By John Neeson 
While the triples in the upper 
quads and terraces scream 
"Two's company, three's a 
crowd!" the garden apartment 
residents may soon be chanting 
"Four's company, five's a 
crowd!" with next year's .move 
of 12 four person apartments to 
apartments for five. 
"The move came about," ex-
plained Bill Perkins, assistant 
director of residential life, 
"because we felt the garden 
apartments were an area of 
flexibility in solving our over-
population problem. We have 
to guarantee spots to upcoming 
freshmen and in order to help 
meet that quota without limiting 
uppcrcla'ismens' on-campus 
housing, we made that move." 
The 12 apartments: 25-1-8, 
26-1-8, 27-1-8, 28-1-8, 25 
-2-8, 26-3-8, 27-3-8, 25-3-8, 26-5-
8, 27-5-8, and 28-5-8 will have a 
bunk bed put in one of the two 
bedrooms· and the option of 
another desk is available upon 
request. The apartments will 
also have a reduced rate which 
ha5 not been determined yet. 
The present overcrowding 
exists "because of the large 
amount of returning students 
that were underestimated. We 
have an average of the amount 
of students return in the fall that 
we work from. When the num-
ber of students exceeds that 
amount we are forced to put 
some students in lounges, so we 
don't plan on students being in 
lounges," said Perkins. Also, 
the large number of openings 
that occur in the first few weeks 
of the semester arc taken into 
consideration in planning the 
number of students to accept, 
according to Perkins. Students 
drop-out, move off campus, or 
shift around making an opening 
for some student who is tripled 
or in a lounge, he said. 
Perkins said the Department 
of Education and other 
profes~ional groups predict there 
will be a drop of 7 percent' in the 
Tr11Stees Meet 
By Liz Costopoulos 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees met Feb. 20 at the 
Cornell Club in New York 
City. Steve Hansler, student 
trustee, said the major topics 
of discussion were the new 
Allied Health and Business 
building, tuition and 
promotion and tenure. 
The Board of Trustees 
meets three times a year. Han-
sler said it is made up of about 
25 members. These members 
are divided into six commit-
tees: Resource, Finance and 
Investment, Education Policy, 
Trusteeship, Buildings and 
Grounds and the Executive 
Committee. The people who 
serve on these committees are -
I.C. alumni, business leaders, 
lawyers, and professors and 
deans of various college depar-
tments. There is one student 
trustee. 
Hansler said the Board of 
Trustees is concerned with 
finances, raising money and 
establishing a budget for the 
college. He said they are the 
"ultimate decision making 
body." 
The major topic of 
discussion was the new Allied 
Health and Business building 
according to Hansler. Mem-
bers of the board made presen-
tations to various foundations 
µ/ for funding including the 
, Kreese and Emerson ·Foun-
dations. Hansler said the 
building will be ready in the 
fall of 1983. 
The Board of Trustees con-
cluded that the rise in tuition 
for next year will be kept un-
der 10 percent. Hansler also 
said they will · be renovating 
Holmes, Hilliard, and Tallcott 
halls for the fall. Hilliard 
renovations will include han-
dicapped facilities. 
Hansler said he is concerned 
with the problem of over- • 
crowding. He said at the time 
of the meeting the college had 
accepted 1000 more ap-
plications than they did last 
year. He added that there was 
an increase in enrollment in 
the School of Business, 
Humanities and Sciences and 
in the School of Com-
munications. He said there 
was a decrease in applications 
-to the Schools of Music, 
Physical Education and 
Recreation, with Allied Health 
remaining the same. 
· Decisfons about tenure and 
promotion were also discussed 
at the meeting said Hansler. 
Receiving tenure is an involved 
process, he said. The in-
dividual must first be ap-
proved by the appropriate 
department, the dean, the 
Tenure and Promotion Com-
continued·on page 8 
population of New York State 
residents. Because Ithaca draws 
the majority of its students from 
New York the enrollment should 
show a significant drop in the 
next two years, he said. Also, if 
President Reagan's proposals go 
through, the guaranteed student 
loans will be harder to get. The 
shortage of loans, which many" 
middle-income families depend 
on, Perkins said, may draw 
many away from private in-
stitutions like Ithaca toward state 
schools. 
The garden apartments will 
not have the only housing 
changes. The lower quads will 
take on 30 triples in 
designated corner rooms next 
semester. Perkins said the shift 
came about because triples put 
an "unfair strain on one portion 
of campus." Perkins explained 
that spreading triples out will put 
less strain on residential assistan-
ts and dining halls. He said 
renovations will also be made in 
terrace lounges making several 
into permanent housing for first 
year students. 
Hank Coleman, a junior ap-
plying for a garden apartment 
next year said, "It seems like up-
perclassmen arc having •heir 
rights infringed upon with 
freshmen moving down into the 
lower quads and having to bun-
ck-up in the gardens." 
volunteer and participant work together on an arts and crafts project 
FHA: Caring and Commitment 
By Dianne Williams 
"After you get to know and 
care for a handicapped per-
son, you no longer see their 
handicap, you just see them." 
According to Sue Fisler, 
'82, that is'what happens when 
working with a handicapped 
person in FHA. 
FHA (Fellowship For 
Human Awareness) is 
designed to do just that says 
Fisler who is currently one of 
the club's coordinators. 
Sponsored financially by IC 
student government,- FHA is a 
.club which is comprised of ap-
proximately 80 student volun-
teers and 40 handicapped par-
ticipants. 
Fisler, along with Sue 
Morrill, '82, have been the 
coordinators for two years and 
have participated in the 
program for three years. 
The benefit of this social 
and recreational program for 
the handicapped is twofold ac-
-eording to Morrill. The 
program provides an oppor-
tunity for handicapped 
children and adults to par-
ticipate in enjoyable and often 
theraputic activities and 
receive the benefits of the per-
sonal relationships which 
develop with the volunteers. 
Student volunteers, she says, 
receive the reward of working 
with participants as they over-
come the often held precon-
ceptions and barriers which 
can surround handicapped in-
dividuals. 
The student volunteers are 
the basic core of the program 
says Morrill and without their 
dedication and commitment, 
there could be no program. 
The time commitment on the 
part of volunteers requires 
perhaps the greatest effort she 
says, but the activities are fun 
for volunteers as well as han-
dicapped participants. 
The enjoyment, in addition 
to the satisfaction of helping 
and caring for the participan-
ts, makes the commitment to 
the program worthwhile, says 
Fisler. 
Morrill says she admits 
working with a handicapped 
individual is not always easy 
and total acceptance must 
sometimes be a conscious ef-
fort. She emphasized, 
however, the value and en-
joyment of the friendship, 
which develop between volun-
teers and participants. 
Each year, a handicapped 
rarticipant is matched with 
two student volunteers. Ac-
tivities over the course of two 
• semesters take place on Satur-
days from 11 :30 a.m. to I :00 
p.m. The activities include 
swimming, bowling, - exercise 
programs, dance, arts and 
crafts and musical programs. 
Fisler says the student 
volunteers are from all majors 
and no training is necessary to 
work in the program. The 
. only requirement, she says, is 
an interest in working on a 
one-to-one basis with han-
dicapped children and adults, 
and dedication to the 
program. 
The coordinators for FHA 
next year are Laura Boscc, 
'83, and Sue Buckler, '83. 
Buckler and Bosco encourage 
all students to volunteer if they 
have a sincere intere~t in the 
program. Anyone with 
questions is urged to get in 
touch with any of the coor-
dinators. 
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"What do you think of G. Gordon Liddy coming to I.C. "_?' 
Heidi Schwendeman '81 Ex- Charlie Simmons '83 Politics· , 
plorato11· "I think it's great." 
"Watergate doesn't interest 
me. So I haven't given it a 
second thought." 
-Vince Perciballi and Lou Zarchen, Management '83 
"I think it's good that I.C. is having a 'noteworthy' 
speaker; however we regret having to pay.'' 
Jennifer Schramn '84 Spanish Nina Weisbord, Sociology '82 
"I don't know anything about "Oh, I think it's great. I'll 
it, so I'll go and see." be there." 
)avid Kipnis '82 Philosophy 
"I don't know anything about 
im, therefore I can not make a 
·tatement." 
Matt Sutherland '81 Busin~ 
Administration 
"I was hoping he would be the 
speaker for graduation." 
THE ITHACAN March 26, 1981 
EDITORIAL 
--
The interest stirred among students over G. Gordon Liddy'sappearance on 
Apr. 20 is increasing as the date draws closer. The legend of Watergate is a 
sure subject to arouse the curiosity of students who were only JO or 12 at the 
time of the breakin. 
Curiosity may prompt students to attend the lecture at IC as it has at other 
colleges during Liddy's tour. It is unfortunate, however, that the im-
plications of the SAB's choosing Liddy were not considered more 
thoroughly. Liddy, the Watergate "mastermind" has served four and one-
half years in prison for a crime he says he does not regret even today. It is 
said that Liddy is a man who stands by his principles. To pay for the ap-
pearance of a man with such obviously corrupted principles, however, is 
rewarding him for being a criminal. 
Our individual decisions on whether to attend will make little difference 
except to our spring concert. (All profits go to the cause.) Liddy's profits are 
assured whether or not the lecture is a success. 
The decision of student activities boards and campus activities offices 
across the country could have made the difference. By not scheduling Liddy, 
these organizations could have deterred his success as a national criminal. 
I DoN?T KNOW J-\OW. 
To BREAK Tl-II~ To '{ou, 
BONZO. YOUR OLD ~car: 
FRIEND RoNNrE ~~~\~ 
CANCELED YOUR~ "' 
§TuDENT LOAN! 
~EJN'81 _ .. 
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Clarkson's Accompli,shmenis Cited 
To the Community: 
Friends, I write to inform you 
of a situation which has become 
extremely unpleasant: George 
Clarkson's tenure decision. I'm 
not sure if you all know George, 
so I'll give you a brief sketch of 
his vital role here and in the 
larger Ithaca Community. 
Clarkson came to be the 
Protestant Chaplain at Ithaca 
College in 1962. While 
Chaplain, he firmly developed 
the community which is now 
known as the United Christian 
Fellowship (UCF). Many new 
programs were established under 
the UCF including counseling 
groups and the first student-run 
24-hour coffee house, which 
lasted for five years. There were 
no facilities for social gatherings 
on campus when the coffee 
house began; the coffee house 
was a place where students could 
gather to share music and 
fellowship. Many professors 
shared enjoyable evenings with 
students and Rod Serling 
regularly stopped into the coffee 
house when he was on campus. 
During the late sixties and early 
seventies, George was active..as a 
campus couselor for Conscien-
tious Objectors, as well as draft 
counseling in general. George 
helped to organize the Equal 
Opportunity Program (EOP), 
which allows financially 
ineligible students to attend 
college through work-study 
programs. 
George was a member of the 
Study Abroad Committee from 
its inception. When that 
program was floundering, he 
initiated a re-evaluation commit-
tee. This action led to the ap-
pointment of a full-time campus 
director of Foreign Study. 
In the late sixties and early 
seventies, as personal freedom 
expanded, many individuals 
became involved in situations 
which led to unwanted pregnan-
cies. Seeing the need for help 
and guidance, thirteen clerics 
from the local area established 
the first upstate program of this 
nature: the Clergy Consultation 
Service on Problem Pregnancies. 
George was involved fQ'r five 
years with this program. As the 
laws changed and different 
Leech Addresses 
Pre-registration 
To All Students: vene a pre-registration 
Many rumors centering evaluation, committee (by the 
around the pre-registration end of the semester) which will 
process have been cropping up include student representatives. 
within the past few weeks. As To make the most of our 
Student Body President, I feel it student input, the Student 
is my responsibility to provide Government Academics Com-
students with. updated and ac- mittee is researaching the pros 
curate information regarding and cons of-the process as well as· 
this issue, and it is my hope that obtaining student feedback 
this letter will help to accomplish about it so as to be prepared to 
this. recommend changes as soon as· 
At the beginning of. the - the evaluation committee gets 
semester, John Stanton, the underway. 
Registrar, implemented a new One point that seems to have 
policy for pre-registration which met with considerable confusion 
effects all the students and is.the 52 percent prime time rule 
faculty on this campus. The which is a new policy this 
policy, which should have been semester. Prime time is between 
brough_t to the. Academic 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Mon-
Policies Committee, Faculty day/Wednesday/Friday and 
Council and Student Congress, - between 9:30 a.m. and l :45 p.m. 
was not. As a result it was Ill.et on Tuesday/Thursday. Without 
with many ill feelings when going into the detailed mechanics 
released. Among others, I have of course scheduling, what this 
notified President Whalen, Dr. means in that only 52 percent of 
Smith, the Provost and John the courses an academic depar-
Stanton of the student outrage at tment offers may be during the 
not having had any input into prime time hours. For example,. 
the new policy. Since that time, if a department offers 45 cour-
Dr. Smith has promised to con- coniinued on page 5 
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women's groups became in-
volved, other organizations came 
into formation. One such group 
which emerged is the Health 
Center Sexuality counseling 
group, which both Dr. Ham-
mond and George helped to 
establish. 
When the Suicide Prevention 
Center of Ithaca came into 
operation Clarkson, along with 
others, helped to establish this 
program by counseling for five 
years, and sitting on the Board 
of Directors of four years. An 
offshoot of this prpgram may 
now be found at I.C.: the Crisis 
Intervention Center. George 
was also instrumental in guiding 
this newly formed organization. 
As a lecturer in philo~ophy 
with an extensive religion 
background, Clarkson became 
attuned to the need for courses 
in religion. Along with R. Creel 
and J. Elbrecht, he was active in 
writing a major section of the 
report asking for religion courses 
and a joint philosophy-religion 
major. Examples of courses 
which he has taught and 
developed are: Intro. to 
Philosophy, Seminar on Gabriel 
Marcel, Intro. to Religion, 
Religion in Society, Seminar on 
T. Merton, Religion in 
America, The English Mystical 
Tradition,.In~rQ.- to Mysticism, 
continued on page 4 
Tenure Deci,sion Protested 
To the Editors 
and the I.C. Community: 
I have read Peter Paicos' letter 
concerning the plight of Prof. 
Clarkson. I have been actively 
working as a very concerned 
student and on George's behalf. 
I think it is important for our 
college community to know a 
fe~ other things concerning the 
administration's position on 
George Clarkson. 
About one year ago, upon 
hearing of Tom Longin's 
negative tenure recommendation 
· for George Clarkson, I wrote a 
letter to the Ithacan expressing 
the sense of Joss we would all fee 
if George were to leave. Not 
long afterward I received a call 
from President Whalen's office 
requesting that I see the 
President to discuss (within a 
reasonable s~ope) th€:_ situation 
· George was facing. President 
Whalen assured me that "the 
Board (of Trustees) was deeply 
concerned about George," that 
"they understand his unique 
situation" at I. C., that "there 
are alternatives" to tenure 
(which would permit George 
full-time employment at I.C.), 
and that "George would not suf-
fer financially." 
Well, that kept me out of their 
way for about six months. Ob-
viously, that was the President's 
sole intent - to take the heat off. 
I am saddened and outraged that 
the administration forced 
George to request his own one-
year terminal contract. I am fur-
ther outraged at Tom Longin's 
position regarding what we all 
know is his oversight and misin-
terpretation of the AAUP -
namely, that George Clarkson 
has de facto tenure~- Apparently, 
Tom would rather remain a 
dean, than rock the President's 
boat. 
I am saddened by the total 
and absolute untruths of tlic 
chief executive of this institution, 
the manner in which the new 
provost had to request his per-
mission to even speak with 
George, and his blatant 
violations of AAUP rules which 
may well get this college 
blacklisted by the AAUP. I am 
truly sorry for I.C. I hope the 
students and faculty can survive 
this administration, and I pray 
that in the twighlight of his life 
George Clarkson can be happy 
once more. 
Sincerely 
GaryT.McEntee '81. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Student Activities Board is 
looking for responsible people 
to fili chair positions. Get 
involved, meet new people, 
develop leadership skills and 
have fu!l! Applications for com-
mittee chairs will be available 
from Wednesday, March 25 
through Tuesday, April 7 in The 
Office of Campus Activities. 
No experience necessary . 
Our committee chairs are: 
Fine Arts 
Dinner Theater 
Publicity 
Community Service 
Travel 
Films 
Speakers 
Recreation 
Recruitment 
Crossroads 
.. 
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continued from page 4 
20th Century Mysticism, Death 
and Immortality, Seminar on P, 
Tillich, Intro. to Martin Buber, 
Religion of the East (originated 
by Dr. M. Chiu). 
As an active faculty member, 
Clarkson has bL-en involved with 
the Freshman Advisory 
program. In 1973, he was a 
justice on the college Judicial 
Board. The following year, he 
was a member of the LC. Com-
munity Council, a~ well as a 
member of the All-College 
Faculty Council, ('73-'76), sit-
ting on the council ac; chairman 
in 1974. In that same year he 
served one year on the tenure 
study committee. For two years 
he was a member of the 
American Association of 
University Professors Executive 
Committee (AAUP), which 
completed one investigation and 
helped with proposal~ and 
rewriting documents for the 
governance and faculty han-
dbooks. 
Clarkson's educational 
background is extensive and 
rigorous. He holds an A.B. in 
philosophy (cum laude) from 
Drew University, and M.A. ·in 
philosophy from Haverford 
College, a Master of Divinity in 
Philosophy of Religion from 
Union Theological Seminary 
under Dr., Reinhold Niebuhr. 
During the summers, he has 
been actively involved in summer 
sessions ::i.t: University of Edin-
burgh, Mansfield College (Ox-
ford), and Union Theological 
Seminary, including three sum-
mer studies on William Law in 
Cambridge ('71, '73, '76). Most. 
recently, at the age of 63, he 
completed a five year Ph.D. 
program in three years at St. 
David's University College, 
Lampeter, Wales. On July 16, 
1980, he received his Ph.D. 
during the official degree 
ceremony in Lampeter. 
George's list of publications is 
long. His works have appeared 
in such journals as: "Christian 
Advocate", "The Episcopalian', 
"National Methodist Journal", 
"Friends Journal", "Spiritual 
Life", "Religion in Life", and 
''Northamptonshire-
Bedfordshire Life". He has 
presented numerous papers · at 
conferences, as well as editing a 
text and writing a book on 
William Law. At least five 
manuscripts have been printed 
or arc in the process of printing. 
His presence is well 
established in the local com-
munity. As a minister, he has 
been active in numberous chur-
ches and church group activities. 
For seven years he conducted 
weekly broadcasts on WHCU, 
reported for the daily review for 
the Ithaca Journal, and served as 
a member of the school board 
transportation council and 
nominating committees. 
Clarkson was one of the foun-
ders for the Danby Community 
Council, chairing it for ·a number 
of years as well as being Com-
missioner for the Danby Fire 
Dept. for two years. And the 
list continues. 
By now I hope I have convin-
ced you of his qualifications, 
personal motivation, and the 
sincere interest he displays in his 
students, co-workers, and com-
n,unity members. Over the 
years, his presence at I.C. has 
been recognized and established. 
His future at J.C. now looks a 
little bleak. 
When Clarkson began full-
time teaching as an associate 
professor in 1973, he was hired 
under the "tenure tract." On a 
tenure track, one is employed for 
six year~, and after the com-
pletion of the sixth year one is 
presented to the tenure board 
and a decision is made whether a 
person continues employment 
(tenured), or is terminated. 
When an individual goes before 
the board a number of factors 
are considered and examined: 
involvement in college activities, 
scholarly work and achievemen-
ts, and teaching competence 
which is evaluated by faculty 
members within the department 
as well as student evaluations. 
Another aspect examined is the 
applicant's file which is prepared 
by the individual, listing previous 
works, accomplishments and 
studies now being pursued, as 
well as other considerations 
which would suggest tenure 
A proposed Ithaca College Program in conjunction 
with Columbus International, Seville, Spain; 
directed by Ithaca College faculty member. 
• PROPOSED SEMESTER 
OR YEAR PROGRAM 
IN SEVILLE 
• ACCOMMODATIONS IN 
SPANISH STUDENT DORMS-
Courses ,· .. Jr1•·'. 11! 1 ,·.•·,· ,,r, 1, •. :1,1 ½; : , 11 "": i ·1ql:'-l1 
Tr,ps t 1· i: :·111'" 111 r.~.i,·, 1 • • • '•i:,., 1 • 1· 1 , , ,1 • 1 • 
1 ii, •ir .ii ;1,tr • ,,· 11 • ;1 . ,' 1" 
FIND OUT MORE 
contact 
The foreign Study Ott,ce 
218 Muller 
llhJL, CollrQe 
llhaca Nrw Yur, 1 ·1850 
1 l'I 16071 Z/ 1 330fi 
PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATION 
BY APRIL 3rd. 
should be awarded. 
At the conclusion of six years 
of teaching, if one is not brought 
before the tenure committee, 
de facto tenure is achieved. 
After a few years as assistant 
professor, Clarkson was · en-
couraged to get his Ph.D. to 
assure an affirmative tenure 
decision when he went before the 
board. Therefore, Clarkson 
pursued his interest and con-
tinued his endeavors for his 
Ph.D. I-ns studies were conduc-
ted in Wales, requiring many 
overseas trips to establish his 
study program. The cost of such 
studies forced Clarkson to retain 
a student loan as well as apply 
for a grant. Interestingly, the 
Development Fund office 
located an anonymous donor 
who gave $5,000 towards 
Clarkson's continued education. 
In the spring of 1978, George 
obtained a leave for pursuit of 
his degree. At that time' Tom 
Longin, Dean of H & S, infor-
med George that his whole leave 
year would not be counted 
towards his tenure program. 
However, according to AAUP 
rules, a study leave does apply 
towards tenure if scholarly work 
is conducted during the leave. 
The college handbook (both '71 
and '73 editio:1s), follow AAUP 
rules, including that of tenure 
and study leaves. Therefore, one 
would assume that a scholarly 
leave would in fact apply towar-
ds tenure. 
In August of 1979, Longin in-
structed Clarkson to "prepare 
his file and go for tenure." In 
October 1979, Longin told R. 
Creel (dept. chairman phil.~rel\ 
that no more tenure would be 
allowed in the philo,ophy~ 
religion department, in effect 
making a decision about 
Clarkson\ case prior to it~ 
presentation ·10 the Tenure and 
Promotions Committee. The 
· phil.-religion dept. unanimously 
recommended Clarkson for 
tenure in mid October. (NOTE: 
it is extremely difficult to receive 
unanimous recommendation). 
At this point the appeals com-
mittee sustained Clarkson's 
protest of Longin's decision. 
The Tenure and Promotion 
Committee denied Clarkson 
tenure in Feb. 1980, and instruc-
ted him that Longin would 
"contact Clarkson with alter-
natives. "A date in April was 
given for the list of alternatives. 
J. Whalen encouraged George to 
"keep in touch with Longin 
about alternatives." April 
arrived and no "alternatives" 
were given to Clarkson, but a 
date of Oct. I was then given for 
"alternatives." The phil.-
religion dept. protested this delay 
but received no reply. Oct. l 
arrived and no alternatives were 
presented. On Dec. 23, 1980. 
George wa<; given one alter-
native: sign a one year contract 
and an agreement which would 
waive rights to defacto tenure by 
Jan. 16 or employment would 
terminate in May. By this time 
Clarkson had sought legal coun-
cil from a friend. Clarkson 's 
lav,yer wrote a letter to the 
college stating. that George in 
fact already had defacto tenure 
according to AAUP rules. The 
local AAUP chapter agreed that 
Clarkson had defacto tenure. 
The college's reply was that 
defacto tenure would have to be 
proven in court. No 
negotiatiom were allowed. bet-
ween the lawyers, after a meeting 
which had already been 
scheduled between the lawyers, 
wa~ cancelled. With few alter-
natives left, on Feb. 14, George 
signed a termination contract. 
Well friends, here we are 
continued on page 8 
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*Leech on 
Pre-
registration 
continued from page 3 · out 
ses, only· 23 may be in prime 
time; if it offers 60, only 31 may 
be in prime time. The net effect 
is to have more classes offered in 
the early morning and late after-
no~m/evening hours. According 
to Stanton, 20-30 more 
throughout the College a5 a 
whole. 
Another point in need of 
clarification is the course 
registration process itself. There 
are two rounds of pre-
registration now, and a final 
registration day at the beginning 
of each semester. After the first 
pre-registration day at the begin-
ning of each semester. After the 
first pre-registration round 
(finished in February) each 
student will receive: a) a 
notification that he/she has 
received the courses pre-
registered for. This does not 
mean that the courses will be 
scheduled at the times the 
students have requested them 
and students will not know the 
times until the end of the 
semester or, b) the student will 
receive a notification that he/she 
has been closed out of one or 
more of the courses pre-
registered for. These students 
will then have the opportunity to 
try and pre-register again before 
the end of the semester to com-
plete their schedules. Also, any 
student may change his/her 
schedule (courses or times) on 
registration day or during the 
Add/drop period at the begin-
ning of each semester. 
These are, of course, only 
some of the changes and as I 
mentioned before, all the pros 
and cons are now under in-
vestigation. If you have any 
question about pre-registration, · 
if you would like to become in-
volved in the investigation of the 
process or if you would like to 
tell us what you think is good or 
bad about it, we would like to 
hear from you. 
Please feel free to call Liz 
Ashbourne, Student Gover-
nment Vice President for 
Academics or myself at 274-3377 
and please leave a number or 
message if we are out. We want 
your help and input! · 
Jim Leech 
Student Body President 
0 
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G.Gordon Liddy to Speak at .I.C. 
By Ron Copeland 
On Monday, April 20, G. 
Gordon Liddy, the in famous 
mastermind behind the 1972 
Watergate break-in, will lec-
ture at J.C. 's Ben Light Gym. 
Liddy gained notoriety for his 
refusal to speak during the in-
veqigations of the Watergate 
5candal and received the stif-
fe~t Watergate related jail sen-
tence. 
After hi~ four and one half 
years in federal prisons, Liddy 
began lecturing and writing 
about his involvement in 
Watergate, and on his views 
concerning America's past, 
present, and future as a world 
Liddy, 51, the staunch con-
servative native of New York 
City, has served as Army of-
ficer, FBI Special Agent, and 
CIA supervisor under .I. Edgar 
Hoover. He does not regret or 
apologize for his role in 
Watergate, which he passes 
off as "typical political 
espionage.". 
A man who, as a child ate 
rat to overcome a phobia, and 
who claims he would kill his 
own son if it would benefit the 
country, is bound to be con-
troversial. Liddy can be ex-
pected to talk about anything 
from the art of knife fighting 
to the federal tax structure. 
Though his audiences have 
been both spellbound and 
repulsed by his views on politics 
and power ("Power is what 
makes the world go around"), 
Liddy has reportedly been well 
received throughout his previou5 
college tours. 
Liddy's current lecture 
series, which began just three 
days ago on the west coast, is 
entitled "Government: Public 
Perception versus Reality." 
At $4,000 an engagement, 
Liddy will address clubs and 
corporations as wt;ll as 
colleges along the way. 
Whether or not you 'II agree 
with G. Gordon Liddy's radical-
conservative philosophies, he 
should prove to be a fiery, 
thought-provoking speaker. All 
proceeds from this lecture will go 
to the BOC Spring Concert 
fund. 
Hansler Proposes Appointment 
By Amy Fink 
As the only student trustee on 
the Board of Trustees, junior 
Steve Hans\er appears to have• 
his hands • full representing 
student problems and interests to 
the board. During the board's 
most recent meeting in February, 
Hansler presented a proposal to 
the Trusteeship Committee 
requesting an additional student 
member be appointed to the 
board. 
The Student Congress passed 
a resolution approving the 
amendement for an additional 
student to fill the two year post, 
but members of the Board of 
Trustees make the ·final decision 
in May. That student will have 
the privilege of voting on lhe 
board only during his/her 
second year in office. 
Hansler says he has many 
reasons for hoping the amen-
dment is approved. Until 1978 
there were two student trustees, 
but an additional staff trustee 
was added then and the board 
withdrew one of the students. 
Because the students· are by far 
the largest body on campus and 
the trustee's position as liasion 
between the student bodv and 
m m m ~ 
I SUMMER I 
m JOBS -~, 
I NYCAREA I 
~:::: ~;:;: j:j!Jj Superv1sory. specialist and counselor Jobs available 111 YMHA • ..,. 
::;:;: day and travel camps 111 the greater New York ·area. l.Dng :::::: 
:::::: Island and Westchester. ;:;:;:;:\:\: • 
::::~ Write H Ge1smar. Group SerVJces Dept.. 92nd Street 
•'•'•' YM-YWHA. 1395 Lexmgton Ave .. NYC 10028 :::::: :::::: ... 
- ill 
the board is so important, an 
additional member would make 
it that much more effective. 
Also, with overlapping terms 
!Jetwcen the two students, it 
would put that much more con-
tinuity in the position. 
If the amendment is pa5scd by 
the board, the student chosen 
will be appointed in September. 
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Roommates Wanted 
2 roommate~ wanied for trou\c in 
, Falmouth, Ma~~- (Cape Cod). 
$525 for 3 \,', months, house is 
right near main beach. If intcrc~ted 
call Jon Chaton 273-6618 
ATTENTION 
The Student Activities Board is looking for 
respo_nsible people to iill chair positions. Oet 
involved, meet new people, develop leadership 
skills and have fun! Applications for SAB 
chairperson will be availab~e from Monday, 
March-16 to Monday, March 30. Applications 
for committee chairs will be available from 
March 25 through April 7-. Pick up all appli-
cations in The Office of Campus Activities. 
No" experience is neccessary 
Our committees are: 
Films 
Speakers 
Recreation 
Travel 
Recruitment 
Crossroads 
Fine Arts 
Dinner Theater 
Publicity 
Community service 
FOR YOlJR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
ClJTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOlJ. 
RIRY~nRRY 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
2 3-2221 
;-·STEAK DINNER 1.00--1 
1 (Or any other dinner') 1 I With this wupon, buy one dmner ... get the I 
1 second for one dollar (equal or greater value). 1 
I Mon. thru Thur. Expire~ April 30th. I 
'-------------------------J 
.... \ nd don· t ( < )(1..tct 
Thc·:J·I lav·A l l ·\cn1-< an· Eat 
ITALiAN FEAST 
4.5!> 
EVERY SUNDAY• MONDAY• TUESDAY 
409 COLLEGE AV 
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By Teryl Reynolds 
Israeli scholar Menachem 
Milson spoke to about 75 
students on the Camp David ac-
cords Sunday night. 
He outlined the reasons (or 
the deadlock of the talks, 
speculated as to the future of the 
Israeli occupied territories and 
fielded questions from a faculty 
panel and the audience. 
The panel members were Tom 
Longin, Dean of Humanities 
and Sciences, Eva Gauzouzi, 
economics professor and Martin 
Brownstein, assistant professor 
of politics. 
The Camp David peace talks 
had three parties: the United 
States, Irael arid Egypt. The 
peace talks were intended to 
negotiate control of the 
- territories Israel had occupied 
since the 1967 war with neigh-
boring Arab countries. 
The ultimate fate of two of 
these territories, the West Bank, 
which formerly belonged to Jor-
dan, and the Gaza Strip, cap-
tured from Egypt, remains un-
decided. 
Milson said it was originally 
thought that the Palestinean 
Liberation Organization would 
join the talks. The PLO is an 
umbrella organization which 
purports ·to represent the 
majority of the Palestinean 
Arabs. 
The PLO has an avowed 
policy of destroying the state of 
Israel, Milson said. He said an 
appearance of moderation by 
some PLO leaders does not belie 
this policy. "The Israeli model 
of autonomy (for the West 
Bank) differs from that of an in-
dependent state in name only," 
Milson said, and yet the PLO 
rejects these terms. 
Major concerns of the PLO 
are that the Camp David accords 
do not account for the unity of 
15raeli Arabs and Palestineans, 
THEITHACAN 
and the right of refugees to 
return to their original land. 
Milson said. 
Longin asked if the PLO 
represents most Palestineans. 
Milson answered by saying the 
PLO assasinated 12 Palestinean 
leaders who spoke out against 
PLO policies. PLO leadership is 
derived mainly from threats such 
as these and $150 million in 
patronage money. 
Milson said he hoped the West 
Bank would be rejoined with 
Jordan rather than established as . 
a sepcrate state. He said he ex-
pects continued political and 
ideological support for Israel 
from the United States. 
Milson is a professor of 
Scmetic language and literature 
at Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. The lecture wa~ 
sponsored by the IC politic~ 
department and the Hillel Foun-
dation of Cornell. 
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Student Government Ekctions SHORTSTOP 
By Ron Copeland 
Elections for next year's 
student government wilt be held 
on Wednesday, April 8. Studen-
ts \Viii choose five new members 
that will make up the Executive 
Board. Juniors will be able to 
vote for next year's senior clar;s 
president, vice president, and 
treasurer. 
Nominees will begin to cam-
paign this Friday, March 27 and 
can do so until April 7 at 9 p.m. 
A maximum of $50, to come 
S.T.P 
Students Together for Progres, 
President 
Jim Leech 
V. P. of Communications 
Li,a November 
V. P. of Business/Finance 
Steve Sprague 
V.P. of Academics 
Cathy West 
V.P. ofC'ampu, Affair, 
Steve Wright 
A.B.C. 
Alliance for a Better Campu, 
Pre,idcnt 
Glen Jackson 
V. P. of Commumcatiom 
Sman Friedland 
V. P. of Bu,ines,/Finance 
Warren Pollock 
from candidates themselves, will 
be permitted for use in the cam-
paign process. 
A formal deabate will be held 
by the Elections Committee on 
Monday, April 6 in Textor 102. 
All aspirants will be encouraged 
to participate. A moderator for 
the debate will ask the candidates 
about five pre-selected questions 
and candidates will be able to 
formally present and defend 
their platforms at this time. 
Questioning wilt be opened to 
V.P. of Academics 
Robin Kelly Shears 
V.P. of Campus Affairs 
"Chief" Scolt Hahn 
U.S.A. 
Uniticd Students for Action 
President 
Wayne Wright 
V. P. of Communication-
Maryann Wiedemann 
V .P. of Business/Finance 
Richard Leaf 
V.P. of Academics 
Coleen Hurlie 
V.P. of Campus Affair, 
JoMarie Ko~iarski 
Prc,ident 
Trea,urer 
Senior Class 
Pecka Bunnell 
Scott Purdy 
Diane Vaccaro 
GIVE YOUR BEST 
TOAMERICIJ ... 
VISTA: SPEND A YEAR hQRKING WITH THE 
POOR, HELPING OTHERS TO HELP THEMSELVES, 
BEING A VOLUNTEER CA~ BE TI-IE EXPERIENCE 
OF A LIFETIME - FOR YuU, 
Spring, swnmer openings in advocacy, arch-
itecture, economic development, education, 
energy, environment, health, housing, Jaw, 
urban planning, other areas. Minimum age 
18, with BA/BS degree in any field. Must 
be willing to take on the advocate/org~~zer 
. role. Living expenses, medical benefits, 
transportation, small savings will ~c paid. 
Student loan deferment possible. Put your 
education to work for 3 ye~r helping others. 
AP"i:'LY NOW. In NY State, call toll~ree 
VOLUNTEERS IN SERVICE TO J\IVIERIC/\ 
the audience following the 
debate. 
A more informal gathering of 
the candidates will take place in 
the Union Dining Hall on 
Tuesday, April 7 immediately 
following the Student Congress 
meeting. All are invited to come 
and meet the candidates. 
Voting on April 8 will be held 
in The Towers and Terrace 
Dining-Hall, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
and in the Egbert Union, 9 a.m. 
to9p.m. 
OPEN 
24HOURS 
EVERYDAY 
The 24 Hour Deli Store 
Comer ofW.Seneca 
& Albany Sts. 
Discount"lce Cold"Beer 
Featuring Custom made 
SUPERSTAR 
Sandwiches and Subs 
INCLUDES EXAMINATION 
Bausch&Lomb 
Soflens Contacts 
You'll love· the way you'll look in famous 
Bausch & Lomb Soflens Contacts at one of 
the lowest prices in sight. 
ONE LOW PRICE INCLUDES: 
• PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION AND FITTING NO EXTRA CHARGE 
• FAMOUS BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS CONTACTS NO EXTRA CHARGE 
• INSTRUCTIONS IN CARE AND HANDLING NO EXTRA CHARGE 
• STARTER CARE KIT NO EXTRA CHARO: 
WITH THIS AD 
-ASK ABOUT THE NEW EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
WITH HHIIHDH Save $10 •••a11aa111..:a11a•~ 
THIS AD I 
; ON ANY FRAME OVER S2S : 
: WITH ANY COMPU: TE EYEGLASS PURCHASI: ! 
: Of-FFA ~XPlf~E.S t,l'~T VAL1l11~( 1)r,,L,1P\11 :H)"-Wl?H ANY ; 
8 Aprll]5th 1)Tt·HHU1~((.)UNT()H'')tlt(1All.Hr~A 0 
ho••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a 
American Vision Centers 
We really care about your eyes 
PYRAMID MALL, Ithaca, (607) 257-1453 
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Pre-registration to be Evaluated 
Ry Pecka Bunnell 
Before vacation, students pre-
registered in a new process. This 
new procedure attracted a Jot of 
attention from administration, 
faculty and the students. The 
first phase of the process is now 
complete and John Stanton, 
registrar, commented, "It is too 
soon to tell whether the new 
process was a good one." 
Stanton said he believes it 
could prove to be more effective. 
Primarily, he said it was easy for 
the students since no signatures 
were required on course cards. 
He also acknowledged some 
problems caused for the faculty 
and deans because in many cases 
it became more work for them. 
Stanton said although pre-
registration can not meet every 
request he feels most cim be ap-
proved. 
At the end of next week the 
first scheduling run of the pre-
registration _process will be con-
ducted. Toward the middle of 
April students will be mailed a 
notice indicating whether they 
have received a complete 
schedule or not. If students do 
get a complete s~hedule, that is 
the only notification they will 
receive. If students do not get a 
complete schedule, they will 
receive that notification as well 
a5 the courses they did get. 
Following this notification, a 
new open course listing will be 
published and those students 
who did not receive a complete 
schedule will be given an oppor-
tunity to register for new cour-
ses. 
Patty Dworakowski, vice--
president of student affairs, 
commented that she believes it is 
too early to tell how effective the 
new process was. She said she is 
looking forward to the reviews 
and res_ults. Student Gover-
mrient is interested in hearing 
any of the concerns and com-
ments so the pre-registration 
process 'Can be evaluated effec-
tively. 
* In Clarkson' s Defense --Tenure Decision 
today, so I ask you, what, if 
anything, can we do? I wa5 
always under the impression that 
this institution, like all in-
stitutions of higher education, 
sought to fill its ranks with the 
most qualified, responsible, and 
constructive instructors for its 
teaching staff. However, this 
does not seem to be the case 
here. It is unfortunate that the 
administration of the college 
fails to see the enormous los~ 
which it has arrangL'CI. When l 
speak with George now, I find a 
man whose spirits seem broken; 
after 20 years of outstanding ser-
vice as a Chaplain, counselor, 
advisor, professor, and friend, 
we see George disappointed with 
and bitter toward the college. 
What I and others keep remin-
ding George of, is that there is a 
distinction which should be 
made here between the college 
and administration. The ad-
ministration · runs the college, 
however the college is made up 
of faculty, staff, and students. It 
is not the college who has pushed 
George down and slapped him in 
the face, it is th\;! administration. 
What can we do, as members of 
the college, to protest the ad-
ministration's action? 
There have been many tenure 
decision cases which have. left 
* Tr~tee Meeting 
continued from page J 
mittee· and the provost with 
consideration given to recom-
mendations. The Board of 
Trustees makes the final 
decision. 
Ha1Islcr said that next year 
Raymond Davis, Sociology, 
will receive tenure and be 
promoted to associate 
professor. Phillip J. Butter-
field, physical education, will 
be promoted to professor. 
Warwick Lister and Henry 
Newbert Jr., music, will be 
promoted to associate 
professor. 
Hansler said alternatives to 
tenure should be explored. In 
many cases if a teacher does 
not get tenure he will be out of 
a job, he said. He added that 
in this system, the college is 
·"losing some good people." 
You Con Still Make 
A Difference 
While careers 1n public service may not be as fashionable 
as they were a decade ago, such careers can be very 
rewarding and personally satisfying. 
After 1ust three months of intens1v~ training at The Institute 
for Paralegal Tra1n1ng, you will be prepared to work 1n govern-
ment agencies. public service organizations and law firms as 
a Leyal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public 
Law or Criminal Law Youw1II do work tradit1onallyperformed 
by attorneys You will work 1n the dynamic field of govern-
ment leg1slat1on and regulation and be involved in such areas 
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal 
Justice. Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product 
Safety Law. 
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a 
Master of Arts 1n Legal Studies through Antioch School of 
Law for all course work completed at The Institute 
We are the nation's first and most respected school for 
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than 
4.000 college graduates from across the country 
If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking 
for a meaningful career, contact your Placement Office for an 
interview with our representative. 
We will visit your campus on: APRIL 8 1981 
' . 
The _ ,,A 
Institute 'M ,\ 235 South 17th Street 
for 1;1~ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
Pa ale I • ~\ (215) 732·6600 r ga ~~ . · 
Training , • • 11 
... ::_- • ·-~L 
(Qppr.ilt·d lly P,u,1·Legdl Inc.) 
Approved by The American Bar Association 
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward MA in Legal Studies 
th,ougll Antioch School of Law. 
many people dissatisfied. We 
are all · familiar with these, all 
outstanding faculty who have 
either left the institute or face the 
changings of partial or no em-
ployment. The economic are 
apparent; it is much cheaper to 
employ part-time faculty than to 
have tenured employees, and 
more control may be exerted by 
the administration in such an en-
vironment. 
George is 63, has just com-
pleted his Ph.D. studies, 
authored numerous 
decision on someone's contract 
without ever reading the 
prepared tenure file or experien-
cing first hand what it is like to 
be in one of Clarkson's classes? 
You are supposed to be the in-
tennediary between faculty and 
administration, aren't you? . 
Now tell me Dean Longin 
why has George been unable to 
view his file for eight weeks now. 
I heard of the delay, isn't this a 
bit much? 
This is my last semt..;ter here, 
and I've experienced many new 
ideas and concepts through 
George. My gr~wth, as an in-
dividual, has taken place in 
many ways, and George has had 
a definite impact. For those of 
you who do not know George, 
stop by Muller 414 sometime this 
year or maybe next. You '11 meet 
a very interesting person who has 
an open door and open heart at 
all times. Before he is gone, 
know what you will be missing. 
So I close, with a request: tell 
me, what can be done? Berrigan 
is right, America is Hard to 
Find. 
Patiently Awaiting, 
Peter C. Paicos Jr. publications, developed many 
programs here at LC. and in the 
community, has been active in 
faculty programs, and has been 
a dear friend to hundred of 
students. I feel sorrow for the 
pain and frustration that George 
and his wife Elizabeth have ex-
perience these past two years. 
Any institute would be honored 
to have someone of George's 
background and stature on their 
campus. What's wrong 
President Whalen? Tell me, 
have you ever sat in on one of his 
classes, seen the excitement upon 
the faces of the students in his 
Tillich or Buber Seminar, or for 
that matter, any of his classes? 
Read any of his publications? 
Overcrowding Studied 
Or what about Dr. Lois 
Smith?· How could you, as the 
incoming Provost, make a 
By JoMarie Kosiarski 
The Student Government 
adhoc/steering committee has 
' decided to address the issue or" 
overcrowding. The actual over-
crowding committee has been in 
existence for two weeks. 
According to the committee's 
chairperson, Jim Leech, the 
adhoc/committee saw that a lot 
of policies and problems were 
stemming from overcrowding 
and they felt that it needed to be 
explored and addressed. Leech 
also said the new pre-
registration and housing policies 
are "based on reaction to the 
overcrowding situation." He 
The Production Assistant will work with the Produc-
tion Coordinator in the areas of layout design, paste-up 
and copy-camera work, while training for the position 
of Production Coordinator for the 1981-82 school year. 
Interested people are invited to the Ithacan office on 
Wednesday at 8 pm to observe the layout process 
··································.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·······-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
added, "we'd like to deal with 
overcrowding itself." 
· Leech and thc·other members 
of the group will condt~ct a study 
on where the overenrollment i~ 
taking place and its effects on 
housing space, class size, Tinan-
cial aid, the student-teacher 
ratio, faculty, admini'itration 
and parking. 
Leech stressed that the group 
would be conducting a "con-
structive ~tudy" and_ "not just 
labeling target areas." Leech 
also said, "Many of the policic~ 
that the school has been in-
stituting rec.cntly arc indeed reac-
tions to the problem of over-
crowding. I feel that it's time to 
deal directly with the problem of 
overcrowding and its effect~." 
Leech said he anticipates 
the investigation will· be com-
pleted by the end of the 
semester. Upon concluding their 
research, said Leech, the com-
mittee will formulate recom-
mendations and suggestions to 
help "eliminate and alleviate" 
the effects of overcrowding and 
try to make sure that those ac-
tions are implemented. 
Any_itudent is eligible to join 
the overcrowding committee. 
BOOKSTORE DEADLINES 
-----==--- -
The last day to retttm your New Unuse<L books 
(purchased this term) to the Bookstore is March 31st. 
Reciept & I.D. is absolutely Required. 
* Also keep in mind that Spring 
Semester Books will be available 
onlyuntil March 31st. We will begin 
returning books to the publishers 
after that date. 
The lthacan's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
A Super Session. at the Strand 
By Loren Mortimer 
It's been quite some time since 
musicians of the same caliber as 
pianist Chick Corea, drummer 
Steve Gadd, bassist Eddie 
Gomez, and Saxaphoneist Mike 
Brecker played within th'e walls 
of the Strand Theatre. Last 
Thursday was a rare and even-
tful evening, characterized by 
creative, fresh jazz from some of 
todav's finest ,ession musicians. 
Chick Corea who is known , 
as the creator of the legendary 
Return to Forever displayed 
elements of his past, present and 
future directions, combining 
variations of be-bop, fusion, and 
Latin improvisations within a 
series of compositions he calls 
Quartets I - V. These are sim-
plistic titles for such complicated 
and diverse composistions, 
however. 
Corea is probably one of the 
most intricate and refined 
pianist's in the business. His 
rythmic ostensive piano style can 
only be categorized as mesmeric. 
To fully appreciate Corea's 
piano ability the best spot in the 
theatre was from above in thF 
balcony. Those who sat in the 
. balcony could see the concert 
from a much better perspective. 
At a concert of this sort it is a'> 
important to see as it is to hear. 
The show was not entirely 
Corea's show by any means. 
The musicians he employed last 
Thursday were all exceptionally 
good. 
The set opened up wide on 
ostinato featuring some dynamic 
solo work by Mike Brecker on 
sax. His style was a bit more 
conservative than his past per-', 
formances, yet his accom-
paniment on Quartet V with 
Co~e;'was fairly radical.· 
The acoustic bass· work of . 
Eddie Gomez without a doubt 
was the anchor of the quartet. 
His style demonstrated some 
energetic, and very fast finger 
work. 
When Gomez had the center 
stage to himself, he took advan-
tage by playing some exquisite 
solos. He was not too over-
stated, nor was he too relaxed. 
Steve Gadd is probably one of 
the finest Jazz-Rock and most 
diverse drummers in the world. 
Gadd's timing and his depth for 
improvising were spellbinding. 
He is not the pulsating rock 
drummer critics brand hi~,. _He 
is a very scmitive well .di\c1plirn:J 
jazz musician, and he held the 
quartet together adding \Orne 
bouyant interjection~. 
The interaction of thi: quartet 
was fresh and inventive. Corea 
ha<; been headed in manv new 
directions in the past and ;1ow it 
appears his music b tending 
toward a new sombcrnc\\ that 
was evident la'it Thur<;day. 
The four musicians arc due to 
release an album in April, and if 
the concert i~ any indication of 
what the I p. will be like, it 
<;hould be well worth the money. 
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Film Clips/ Raging Bull 
By Bill O'Donnell 
"Raging Bull" is one of the 
mmt unusual screen biographies 
ever made, primarily because the 
movie shows a real, believable 
human living a real, believable 
life. There's nothing to doubt 
about "Raging Bull" -- you just 
sit back and you're there, finding 
your way through the smoky 
boxing rings and nightclubs of 
fighter Jake La Motta' life. 
Director Martin Scorsese and ac-
tor Robert De Niro may not 
treat their subject kindly, but 
they treat him truthfully, and 
their honesty is far more com-
pelling than even the glossiest of 
Hollywood's screen bios. 
Robert De Niro goes beyond 
giving an excellent performance 
in "Raging Bull"; he's like a 
weightlifter, straining for some 
superhuman accomplishment so 
fanatically that his intensity 
makes you feel a little unfor-
table. De Niro's La Motta is 
masterfully multi-faceted, a man 
whose uncontrollable passions 
are both repulsive and sym-
pathetic. By the close of 
"Raging Bull" you know all of 
La Motta's destructive flaws, as 
well as the undercurrent of 
loneliness that pervades his life. 
Joe Pcsci, as La Motta's 
brother, Joey, compliments De 
Niro's performance beautifully, 
and the relationship between the 
two brothers is alternatingly 
humorous and sad. And as La 
Motta's wife, Vickie, Cathy 
Moriarty is definitely a 
discovery. She glides watchfully 
from scene to scene--a veiled 
Lana Turner beauty who speaks 
in a low, tough voice that seems 
indifferent to her husband's out-
bursts of hysteria. Moriarty 
looks smashingly authentic in 
her 1940 hairstyle and costumes, 
a one-woman revival of movie 
queen glamour. 
Scoreses shows off everything 
he knows about movie making 
in "Raging Bull", and the film is 
so well made that it verges on 
being over directed; if the film 
was just a little less skillfully 
done, Scorses's technique would 
seem hyperactive and -
melodramatic. Scorses's love of 
filmmaking comes through Joud. 
and clear, and the fight scenes 
have a touch of the dramatic 
moodiness of "Citizen Kane." 
ALBUMS Donny Iris 
By Tom R. Shapiro must be Iris' "Boys arc back in 
There have been an amazing Town". It could have been a 
amount of new releases in th~ good song, but there is no need 
past few months. I'll do my best for the mellotron violins. Tho~e 
to catch up with the glut of violins pop up throughout the 
records that has piled up. Look album and are very annoying. 
for reviews of the Clash, The As for the production, it's too 
Stones, and the Who in the up- slick. There are too many over-
coming weeks. This time we'll dubs of Iris' voice, and the 
take on a debut album from guitars and drums are mixed way 
MCA. down, giving the album a muddy 
Donny Iris - "Back On The sound. There is no punch here, 
Streets a second rate synthesizer com-
This could have been a good pensates for the almost non-
record; there are some in- existent guitar and drum. 
tere?ting songs and musical The main problem here, is 
arrangements here. Unfor- that Donny Iris has no direction. 
tunately, as a whole this album He doesn't know whether to go 
doesn't quite make it. new wave, power pop, or heavy 
bs has a chameleon like-voice metal. His logic is that by 
that reeks of phony emotion. At making an album with these 
best Iris sounds like Phil Lvnott three styles he can't fail. 
of Thin Lizzy,whilf: the title As I went through this album 
for the fifth time I counted four 
new wave types, five heavy metal 
(or kind of heavy metal) and one 
good song. This was very easy, 
usually by the first few bars you 
could tell what he was trying to 
do. 
The one good song "Ah! 
Leah!" Still sounds like you've 
heard it befor'e. 
If Donny Iris had concen-
trated his talent he would have 
made a good record. Instead he 
has made a mediocre one that 
lacks direction. He has tried to 
copy too many people, without 
the talent to do it successfully. 
As pop records go, this one is 
like the dozens of others that 
come out,bland:boring.This 
gets one plus. (The rlus is for 
"Ah! Leah!") 
1\/\9_ fif\i AAs CoMM·,fu.£ J ~lo )\\)&vi-\ Ac.i1\fib.o_ \ \?oo-1d ....... 
pvt~ntc;~ 
NO Cwd< 
\2Eyt'l~\.\ M.EtJ\"S ,AvA\LABL~! 
1.n. R£0v,a~-o '),-----------------=---
After several years of uneven 
movie efforts, Scorsese has come 
back with the a~surance of a 
brash new Orson Welles. 
The movie weaves an outline 
of La Motta's life in a 
refr_\!Shingly subtle · style, 
~voiding the tradition movie 
biography cliches. All the 
various time periods of La Mot-
ta's life are painstakingly 
recreated with amazingly con-
vincing results, so convincing 
that after · awhile you actually 
begin to believe that parts of the 
film really were shot in I 945. 
However, the film wastes little 
time showing off expensive sets, 
and concentrates instead on the 
details of La Motta's life. The 
soundtrack is particular!)' 
striking-every scene embedded 
r 
with music, overlapping 
dialogue, or unusual sound ef-
fects. The amount of infor-
mation packed into each frame 
is overwhelmingly dense, and the 
film almost requires a second 
viewing to untangle it all. 
Although "Raging Bull" is 
unquestionably a virtuoso 
cinematic achievement, it's not a 
movie that kindles up warm, 
romantic feelings, and its all out 
physical and emotional force is 
not only rough on the film's 
,characterism,but brutal on the 
audience as well. Yet it is also 
unquestionably invigorating to 
see a film that explores the 
potential of film so fearlessly 
·,J so successfully. 
Roc\4\-Quiz 
Rock Quiz 
By Tom R. Shapiro 
I. What was the band Robin 
Trower was in before he went 
solo? 
2. What was Pig Pen's real 
name? 
3. What band was Mark 
Fainer a member of? 
4. Who is Berry Gordy? 
5. What bands did Crosby, 
Stills, Nash and Young come 
from? 
6. Who is Bob Zimmerman? 
7. How did Sam Cooke, Otis 
Redding, and Duane,,, Allman 
die? , 
8. What band did Lou Reed 
first gain fame from?. Name 
another member of the band. 
9. Who was the sixth Rolling 
Stone (not counting Mick 
Taylor or Ron Wood )? 
IO. Who was the lead singer 
of the Herman's Hermits? 
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[Rt ST AURJ\NTJ 
(""/, i ne,·e · A mt·rira" Food 
18 W. StatP StrPPt 2 72- ,:ltiO 
. ' Deal of a Meal .. 
Purlg1£·s 
Pi33a 
$1.25 OFF 
ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
AVAILABLE AT REGULA(l 
~PRICES UNTIL MAY 15, 1981 
1 PER CUSTOMER WITH COUPON 
2-1d ~ f!/l«,d 
§llutca>272-7600 
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Academy Awards Picl'\s and Pons 
By Keith Strycula Here's my picks: 
I hate award presentations. Best Picture: Oooo, that's a 
Never could stand 'em. But toughie. Nominated are 
the whole thing is that "Tess," "Raging Bull," "The 
everybody makes such hoopla Elephant Man," "Coal 
out of the annual Academy Miner's Daughter" and "Or-
Awards that you just can't dinary People." "Tess" is hot 
ignore 'em. stuff as is "Bull," and 
And, hell, where else can we "Elephant Man," but the 
get such precious moments as logical choice is "Ordinary 
Vanessa Redgrave feeling People." Director· Robert · 
obligated to spout anti- Redford's stunningly lyrical 
of his best and made the pic-
ture. But when the award is 
given to the best actor, it isn't 
always given ·10 the "best ac-
tor" .. .it's given to the guy 
who earned the most respect 
among his co-workers. Give 
the nod to DcNiro for his 
stunning portrayal of Jake 
LaMOTT A, THE BOXER 
KNOWN AS "Raging Bull." 
Semetic propaganda because account of a good family gone BestAcress: Did any body see 
;she won an Oscar?Or Dustin bad is not only poignant and Ellen Burstyn in "Ressurrec-
Hoftman making fun of the touching, but also an essential tion?" Gena Rowland in 
phallic-like protrusion of his comment on modern "Gloria?" How 'bout Sissy 
Best Actor statuette while em- American society. Place your Spacek in "Coal Miner's 
phasizing how silly the whole bets on Redford to take the · Daughter?" The problem is, 
awards bit was, anyway. award for Best Picture on his most people didn't. Spacek's 
What a concept. Well, the directorial debut role saved an otherwise uneven 
best part of the Oscars is movie in "Coal Miner's 
second-guessing the 3,100-plus Best Actor: We've got Robert Daughter" and for that· she 
members of the Academy as DeNiro ("Bull"), Robert should be seriously con-
they play God and decide just Duvall ("The Great Santini"), sidered, but probably won't 
who's gonna be the next Big John Hurt for "The Eleohant be. Goldie Hawn was her 
her. Hell, if Mary Tyler 
Moore, the embodiment of 
peaches and cream cuteness, 
can make people hate her, she 
deserves Best Actress and then 
some. 
Best Supporting Actor: And 
the nominees are: Judd Hir-
sch and Timothy Hutton for 
"Ordinary People," Michael 
O'Keefe as the son in "The 
Great Santini," Joe Pecsi in 
"Raging Bull" and jason 
Robards for "Melvin and 
Howard." First of all, Hirsch 
and Hutton piss me off 
because they both got 
nominated for Oscars whereas 
the showstealer Donald 
Sutherland was snipped for 
the Best Actor category--the 
biggest travesty in the modern 
history of the awards presen-
tation. O'Keefe played too 
much in the shadow of Duvall 
Cinema success According to "Man,perrennial nominee usual humorous, dizzy self in in "The Great Santini" and 
His/Her Peers. Rest assured, Jack Lemmon in "Tribute" "Private Benjamin" but was Pecsi was just amiable in 
there'll be plenty of nervous andPeter O'Toole for his role hardly challenging enough to "Raging Bull." On the other 
performers dropping stale in "The Stunt Man." The expect an Oscar for it. No, the side of the coin, Jason Robar-
one-liners about cue-cards and problem with three out of the winner here has to be bitchy ds was excellent as old H.H. 
there'll· be the standard num- five nominees here is that no Mary Tyler Moore for "Or- in "Melvin and Howard"and 
ber of winners and losers one went to see them at the dinary People." In that film, should snag himself the Oscar. 
Monday night. theater. Lemmon's role in she was so effective, she ac- (To find out what H.H. stan-
So Forget Bill Murray. "Tribute" is supposedly one tually rriade people despise ds for, you gotta see the flick . 
Best Supporting Actress: Who 
cares? Just kidding. But the 
performances of the actresses 
in this category were relatively 
non-descript. Eileen Brennan 
in"Privatc Benjamin" was 
sufficiently bitchy, but so 
what? Eva LeGallienne and 
Diana Scarwid in "Resurrec-
tion" and "Inside Moves," 
respectively, were perfectly 
obscure and Mary Stcen-
burgen in "Melvin and, 
Howard"was interesting 
But, the superior here seems to 
be Cathy Moriarty as the love 
interest in "Raging Bull." Af-
ter all, it was the biggest role 
of these five actresses, thereby 
qualifiying it as the biggest 
role , as well 
And there your have 'em, 
the Keith Styrcula Annual 
'Oscar Picks.. Then again, 
judging from my past perfor-
mances, I'd have trouble 
picking my nose. Oh, yeah, 
one last note: A special 
Academy Award for Acting to 
Johnny Carson, the show's in-
cumbent host, for acting as if 
this is really a major event and 
doing a pretty convincing job 
of it. 
. Light and Color Exhibition on Display 
By Debbie Green 
Now on display in the Gannett 
Center· is an exceptional collec-
tion of color photographs, titled 
Light/Color. Thirty well known 
contemporary photographers, 
including Joel Meyerowitz, 
William Eggleston, Michael 
Bishop, and Arthur Oilman have 
donated their work to be used in 
this exhibition. 
The co-curators, Danny · 
Guthrie and Monte Gerlach, are 
professors of photography here 
at LC. and have spent the past 
two years planning and 
organizing the exhibit. They 
chose artists and images that best 
reveal the dynamics and diversity 
of present . day color 
photography. 
The significance of color 
photos and the use of color by 
artists is relatively new, and there 
is much to be learned. 
The artists in the display 
exhibit many different styles and 
approaches to the art. The 
colors in the physical subject 
matter, for instance a yellow 
truck; while the latter is concer-
ned with the colors in the natural 
lighting involved-a blue sky for 
example. Through this collec-
tion of photographs one can 
compare and contrast the use of lltes, and conceptual 
these two concepts. " photographs (objects put 
The exhibit has a wide range together to make a comment). 
of not only work with color, but Gutherie and Gerlach are very 
work with the aesthetics of pleased with the show, pointing 
photography itself. There are out that it belongs in the 
landscapes, street scenes, still museum of a major city. 
The community is fortunate 
to have this supreme and 
valuable display, from which 
there is much to be learned. No 
one should pass up the oppor-
tunity to view the collection, on 
exhibit through Apr. 
Drinks at the Ticket Office . . . 
.. i-' : .. ! ~::--
- . 
Wed., April 1 · .a P.M. · The Forum 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Tickets: $2.50 TC3 Students 
$4.00 All Others 
Available: TC3 Bookstore, Campus Activities 
Call 844-8211, X450 
Here's a p,?ek o'. some of our su,pnses. 
WillGle live Maine Lobsters served with dams & com on tbe cob 
Fresh Broiled Swordfish S 7 .25 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ,9.50 ' 
Roast Duck 87.95 
FlktMignon lll.75 
FffSII Baked Scallops 
N.Y. Strip Slrllon 
Scrod 
Lobster Ne .. bnrg 
"Ev<T)'lhmg you al,..,.ys wanted 10 cat, 
but mistakenly thought only your parents could afford. 
Sil.SO 
S7.2S 
19.95 
88.95 
272-2609 
collection is separated into ·two .. •_•,;.~_•_•;..~111-~~~·---·-•_-:_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_-:.,•_•_•_•_•_•_•_-:.,•_•_•_•_•_•_-_-_•_•_•_•_~ types of color photography: that - · -- - · - · 
Taughannock Blvd. @ Foot of W. Buffalo 
-c- 101 
,._ 
.... 
using the color of objects as sub-
ject and the other: using at- : 
mospherc colors as subject. The : 
former concentrates on the I 
. I 
'ill 
·HICKEY~. 
20 I S.-Tioga St.- . 
Ithaca. N. Y. 
272-8262 
SUMMERJOBS 
COUNSELORS,, Private Ca-t.'Cl Rcsidcnt Camp. 
wc arc in our 50th year locatL'CI Ill N. Y. 's Catskill Mts. 2 hour~ 
from N.Y.C. 
• Positions available a, Cabin Counselors & Imtructors in all Land 
Spo~. Watersports, W.5.1., Ceramics, Fiber Art, Woodworking, 
~USJc, _Photography, Ham Radio/EIC1.1ronics, Gymnastics, Tennis, 
Pioneering, Marshall Ans, Horseback Riding, Theater, Rock Climbing 
Nature & Ecology, Orienteering and as Nurses. ' 
Interviewing on Campus on Thurs. April 9th. For an appointment 
Or application & infonnallon contact the career planning office et 
274-3365 or *Camp Seqols, Rocky Hill, N. Y. 12775 
Rocky Hill, N. Y. 12775 
..................................................... 
. 
lntroQ to Zen Practice 
· -· Thursdays 4:30-5:45 
· Beginning April 2 in Friends 3o«J 
. ~ 
.. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A series of talks on the Zen Buddhist view • 
. 
of life and enlightment. Class will include : 
instruction in Zazen (sitting meditation) and : 
. 
30 YEARS AGO, WE 
PIONEERED LOW FARES 
TO EUROPE. TODAY WE'RE 
STILL AT IT. 
s 
ONEWAY, STANDBY 
NY TO LUXEMBOURG 
Luxembourg to New York return ticket, with confirmed 
reservation: $249.50 (½ normal round trip fare) when 
purchased with standby fare. Free wine with dinner. cognac 
after. Prices effective through May 14. 1981. sub1ect to change 
and government approval Purchase tickets 1n the U S.A 
See your travel agent or call lcelandair In New York City 757-8585 
elsewhere call 800-555-1212 lor the toll free number m your area 
· ICE LAN DAIR THE Zazenpractice. ~: n 
Free and open to the I.C. Community U 
li;;;:;;;;M;;;:t:;~;;
8
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Alcohol: A Campus Concern 
Waverly, Ia.-(1.P.)-"Project 
Cork" has been in effect at 
Wartburg College for ap-
proximately four years. It is 
designed to change campus 
drinking patterns and thus 
reduce both an emphasis upon 
alcohol and the amount of 
alqihol consumed. The 
following is a brief summary 
of the program: 
A Philosophical Base for 
Project Cork 
drinking behavior. 
2. Provide support to those 
who choose not to drink. 
3. Concentrate efforts on 
those who appear to use 
alcohol excessively. 
4. Change campus drinking 
patterns and reduce the peer 
pressure to drink. 
5. Raise the consciousness 
of those who drink to under-
stand hwo alcohol may affect 
them and others. 
Specific Program Efforts: 
The Student Affairs staff is 
committed to an educational 
program which will raise con-
sciousness, alter drinking pat-
terns, create a wholesome 
campus environment and 
educate students to live 
responsibly in the presence of 
alcohol. 
3. Alternate .Social 
Programs. The Director of 
Student Activities, working 
with the- Student Activities 
Committee, has developed a 
comprehensive social activities 
program which has doubled 
the social events and shifted 
them to weekend evenings. 
More students are involved in 
creative activities. The new 
Health and Physical 
Education complex has been a 
valuable resource in providing 
recreational space and alter-
native activities. 
4. Policy Clarification. The 
current policy on alcohol use 
has been printed in the Student 
Handibook. 
5. Guidelines for Social 
Events. Students sponsoring 
events where alcohol is to be 
served must register and 
review the events where basic 
requirements are stipulated by 
the Director of Student Ac-
tivities. These include a 
provision of alternative 
beverages and entertainment 
sp that alcohol does not 
become the focus of the social 
function. 
6. Cooperative Goal Set-
ting. The Student Senate and 
the Student Affairs staff have 
listed the use of alcohol as a 
common concern. 
7. Policy Review. A sub-
committee of the Campus Life 
Committee reviewed policy 
changes. A survey of faculty 
attitudes and opinions was 
conducted. 
8. Confrontation. Inciden-
ts of unacceptable behavior 
involving the use of alcohol 
which have been known have 
been confronted and 
disciplinary actiori taken. l;'he 
coaches and captains of the 
major athletic teams have been 
enlisted to organize a low-key 
program of team pressure to 
prevent alcohol abuse. 
9. Alcohol Workshops. A 
workshop on alcohol was held 
for Student Resident Assitan-
ts: student government leaders 
and selected representatives 
from athletic teams. Another 
workshop is scheduled for the 
fall(l 981). 
10. Alcohol Educators' 
Workshop. The Student Af-
continued on page] 7 
Project Cork is based upon 
recommendations included in 
the book "Alcohol Problems a 
Report to the Nation" 
prepared by the Cooperative 
Commission on the Study of 
Alcoholism. The report was 
designed to provide som 
e guidelines for dealing with 
alcohol in a modern society. It 
approaches alcohol as a health 
problem and urges a realistic 
approach to alcohol use. 
Some of the steps in the 
comprehensive alcohol 
education programs have been 
as follows: 
Loan Defaults May Rise 
The recommendations are 
aimed at changing drinking 
practices and .attitudes. The 
two interrelated approaches 
suggested for bringing about 
social changes are: 
1. Initiate large-scale 
educational programs and 
discussions about campus and 
American patterns of alcohol 
use. 
2. Change laws, rules and 
regulations to assi~t in 
achieving these objectives. 
Project Cork is preventive 
and has these specific goals: 
1. Encourage students to 
assume responsibility for their 
1. Survey the Use of 
Alcohol. Two senior students 
in social work and their 
professors conducted a survey 
of student drinking behavior 
in the fall term of 1976. The 
survey provided a description 
of student alcohol use and is a 
base against which to measure 
change. 
2. Staff training . The 
Director of Student Activities 
was one of three persons from 
Iowa selected to attend a 
workshop on alcohol 
education sponsored by the 
Department of Health 
,Education and Welfare. 
ITS NOT JUST 
BALOGNA 
''The Refectory'' 
Dinner Deli is 
Philadelphia, Pa.(CPS)--
President Reagan's proposal 
to cut the guaranteed student 
loan program will lead more 
students to default on their 
federal loans, a University of 
Pennsylvania researcher con-
tends. 
In a draft report on the 
possible effects of the cutback, 
Kurt Kendis wrote the cost-
cutting plans which place the 
entire burden on the borrower 
will leave a large portion of 
two million young people very 
little choice but to default, at 
least in part, on their student 
loan obligations." 
located on the west side of the 
Terrace Dining Hall. As far as the 
? W 11 · ,,. ' . menu. . e . . . . . . 1t s ,not Just 
balogna''. 
Fri. 3/27Lunch - Julienne salad, tuna hoagie 
Fri. 3/27 Dinner - shrimp egg rolls, bacon burger 
Sat. 3/28 Dinner - steak and cheese sub, manicoyyi 
Sun. 3/29 dinner - grilled reuben, texas chili 
Mon. 3/30 Lunch - tL11a salad grilled cheese 
Mon. 3/30 Dinner - shrimp salad hoagie, spaghetti& meat sauce 
Tues 3/31 Lunch - pocket chef salad, turkey salad 
Tues. 3/31 Dinner - dutch diplomat, beef stroganoff 
Wed. 4½ 1 Lunch - tuna submarine, meatball hoagie 
Wed .. 4/1 Dinner - broadway delight, knackwurst & sauerkraut 
Thurs. 4/2 Lunch - BBQ ham on sesa!}le seed b~n. BLT 
THurs. 4/2 Dinner - ~t.eak madiera, eggsalad & bacon hoagie 
WATCH FOR W.EEKLY SPECIALS IN 
ANNOUNCEMENT SECTION 
The current GSL default 
rate is 11 percent. 
David Stockman, director 
of the Office of Management 
and Budget, has recommended 
that federal interest subsidies 
on GSLs be dropped. Until 
now, the government has 
made up the' difference to 
banks between the nine per-
cent interest they charge 
students and the.higher interest 
rates banks could get from 
loaning the money to non-
students. 
Kendis' report, which is 
being actively used by anti-cut 
lobbyists in Washington, 
D.C., notes that low starting 
salaries that students get im-
mediately aft.er graduation 
generally make it even harder 
to make loan payments, 
especially the higher loans 
payments that would result if 
the Reagan plan is approved. 
"It is clear that the 'stan-
dard' budget for consumption 
of a 24-year-old leaves no 
room for the Joan repayment 
if interest has compounded 
and accrued over time," Ken-
dis wrote. "That even 
nominal loan repayments are 
made in a timely manner is a 
miracle." 
---·----------... -----------------, 
.Dewitt Mall 
.ethnic night 
on Sunctay 
.daily spl'cials 
.273-9610 
. fresh fish nn 
wel'kends 
.gour_met 
,·egetarian 
fine international and original cuisine 
.....,,,_,....._,_ - -~._.,.._...._.._._....,,.........,.~~ ............. 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY'S 
PREPARATION COURSE 
• 40 hr. course - live lectures 
• in-class practice exams 
• audio tape library 
• GUARANTEE: If you don't score 
600, take the next course FREE 
NOW offered in ITHACA 
Classes to be held at Ives Hall, Cornell Univer-
sity. Ithaca N.Y. For further Information. an lnvi, 
tation to a free orientation session covering the 
law school admission process or to enroll in the 
course beginning April 6 for-the June 20, 1981 
exam, call COLLECT or write: LSAT Preparation 
Course Adelphi Urban Center, 22 East 28th • 
Street New York, N.Y. 10016, 
Call COLLECT: 
(212) 679-2773 
~ . 
Champs Re~ Begin 
By Howard Altman 
"Our goal is to win it," said 
varsity baseball coach George 
Valesente. 
The ~'it" he_wc!S referring to 
is the Division Ilf World 
Series. The _Born~ C®ch ex-
pressed cautious opum1sm 
when asked about his team's 
chances for repeating last 
year's championship season. 
"We'd be very lucky," 
Valesente remarked. "We 
tme a b'. of wcJk to ck>," re a:klecl. 
Although the Bombers won 
only four of 11 games on their 
annual spring trip to Florida, 
Valesente was pleased that his 
---
.... - ... ,.__ 
- --
team got a chance to work out 
some of the bugs before the 
season starts. 
Valesente was especially 
pleased with his new infield 
combination of Bob Campese 
at short and Eddy Sands at 
second. 
"The new combo il~eds 
time," Valesente said, "It 
will be difficult at first, but I 
liked what Isa~ in Florida". 
Campese was used at first-
base last year because of a 
shoulder injury that limited his 
throwing, but Vale_sente feels 
that he has completely 
The Women's Crew Team practiced twice a day for JO days at U. of Jackson-
ville in Florida during spring /Jreak. 
Crew Debut 
ByP. McGann 
The lthac&. College Crew 
Team will · begin its 1981 
season in Ithaca with a race 
against "the Merchant Marine 
Academy of King's · Point, 
New York, on Sat., Mar. 28. 
a.m. Nearly every afternoon 
they practiced again. 
The teams fared very well in 
a practice race against U. of N. 
Carolina, Chapel Hill and U. 
of Jacksonville, according to 
heavyweight team member 
Eric Plickard. 
recovered and is throwing 
well. Sands star_!ed on the 
J. V. squad last year and 
Coach Valesente hopes he will 
team. up with Campese to form 
a solid double play duo. 
''The veteran pitchers 
should come through for us. 
said Valesente. The pitching 
staff should be the team's 
strong point with Glenn Cook, 
Marty Olmstead, Doug 
DeCarr, Dave Axenfeld, Mark 
Fagan, Keith Meyer, Dan 
Smith and Paul Serino all 
returning from last year's 
championship squad. 
\ 
~··~···· ~ .)~ .. ~~• r~ .. ;-
The Bombers possess depth 
behind the plate as well, with 
slugger Steve Dematties doing 
most of the catching. Bobby 
Adams, who will see a lot of 
wo1 k at first base, has a strong 
arm and will spell DeMatties 
when he needs a rest. 
Third sacker Jim Barletta 
will once again anchor the in-
field with his solid glove and 
.400 batting average. Across 
the diamond will be Bobby 
Adams and Paul Servino split-
ting time at first. 
Even with the loss of John 
Bertino and Jim French. who 
The men's heavyweight and 
lightweight teatns, coached by 
Ward Romer, t'l1e women's 
team, coached by Nick 
Knobil, and the frosh team, 
coached by Dan Robinson, 
prepared for the season by 
training in Jacksonville, 
Florida, Mar. 5-14. 
Although many of the teams' 
practices last week were ham-
pered by ice and inclement 
weather, the coaches believe 
the crews will be ready to face 
the Merchant Marines Satur-
day. 
The races will begin at 10 
each is 2,000 meters long 
The spectator area is along the 
west side of Cayuga Inlet,near 
Cass Park. 
'WiiJ4@w:,_, __ ....... ,-., -· .. 
-
The teams practiced every 
morning in beautiful weather, 
the varsity leaving the U. of 
Jacksonville boathouse at 6 
The Women's Crew Team at U. of Jacksonville 
..,......., 
Apr.I 
combined for 66 RBI's last 
year, the Bomber outfield 
remains strong. All-American 
Rick Watts will patrol center 
with Tom Pallister in left and 
Fred Yaple, Mark Fagan and 
Jim Kabrick competing for tht 
, ight field slot. 
The Bombers open the 
season next Wednesday at 
home with a double header 
against Mansfield State. Last 
year, The Bombers swept their 
opener against Mansfield and 
went on to become national 
·champs. Can history repeat it-
self? 
., 
.~ 
,, 
,;:-
;:-
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Rugby Club Has Large Turnout 
By Richard Kassirer 
"Football is a gentleman's 
game played by animals; Rugby 
is an animals' game played by 
gentlemen. " · 
-anonymous-
At first glance it looked like 
no more than a pickup football 
game, but upon further in-
vestigation it was found to hP 
more than just a game. 
The Ithaca College Rugby 
team began practice this week 
for the spring season and the 
turnout was quite good, accor-
ding to Ted Oczkowski, 
president of the club. The roster 
lists thirty-six players, one of the 
best turnouts for any J.C. club. 
"Thi~ year's team," Oc-
zkowski said, "is one of the best 
teams we've had. We have a Jot 
of experience and we're 
physical." They also face the 
toughest schedule in recent 
years, meeting Cornell and · 
Hobart in late April. "We may 
not win every game, but we'll be 
very competitive," Oczkowski 
said. 
It is hard to believe that a 
team with no formal coaches 
and no strict discipline can be 
competitve at all. Yet, Harry 
Franzheim, acting coach, runs 
practices with little problem. 
Practices are informal and not 
mandatory, but it is not unusual 
to get between fifteen and thirty 
players showing up each day. 
''There is a lot of comraderie 
and team spirit on this team. 
Everybody plays and it's fun," 
explained Oczkowski. He 
believes that the J.C. ruggers like 
the sport, and even the practices, 
because it is not as structured as 
football or any of the other var-
Laxers to Defend Title 
B)· Am~· Doonan 
As the season draws near, the 
Ithaca College Women's lacros5c 
team is looking forward to 
defending their New York State 
Division II championship. 
The Bombers have a strong 
nucleus of returning players, in-
cluding last year's top scorers, 
Shawn Benoliel and Suzanne 
Ta5sic. Benoliel, a junior, led 
Ithaca with 45 points on 36 goals 
and nine ,tssists. In her rookie 
year, Tassie put in 33 goals, with 
seven coming in the State Tour-
nament. 
Other offensive threats in-
clude semor co-captain Margaret 
Pilling and senior Marty Beard. 
Ithaca's stingy defense will be 
anchored by goalie Paula 
Majeski, who turned in an ex-
cellent performance in the State 
Tourney. Leading an experien-
ced corps of defenders are sisters 
Patty and Mary Klecha, and 
junior Tracy Cobb. 
This weekend, the Bombers 
will get a presea~on workout at 
the Sanford Lacrosse Marathon 
in Delaware. The 1981 cam-
paign opens Apr. 6 at Cornell. 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H. 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
TO I. C. CA!YfPUS 
2 I 8 ON THE COJ\1MONS 
"ha luring 1hc Fim•-;t Srlrrtion of "Ii.\'. Slate\\ inr~" 
Afternoon 
DELIVERIES 
"''" ··~A 1n11 
272-2111 ~ 
l10ME MADE DE5S E~r-5 - l!SPIIES~O - C,APl'UC! 1NO 
MONDAY- ~1"\JIOll'I' ~ "'- ,.IDIIIC.tfT 
SIJNl)A'( 4"" TO '91M 
PIUA rOfOUT "'l'\ooNf 27J-080• 
WITH THIS COUPON 
$1.00 OFF! 
ANY LARGE PIZZA 
l'Ol)))l',l,10.., R~.>,I \l R-\',l (;ood thru Marl'h 2<1- April Z ~ 
sity sports; and rugby has a bit 
more meaning than just going 
out on the field and destroying 
the opposition. -
"Most peo)'llethink we're just 
a bunch of crazy people," Oc-
zkowski said, but the sport is 
also a social event. After each 
game, the home team hosts a 
party tor both teams, where the 
game -- may be - -r~lived, not 
, through physical force, but by 
word of mouth. In football, 
players hate each other after the 
game is long over. 
"We may hate the opposition 
for an hour or so after it is over, 
but we have to party with them 
afterwards. I've made a lot of 
friends not only on our team but 
on the other teams as well," he 
said. 
The Rugby team will be 
looking to improve last year's 5-
3 record and hope that their 
leading scorers, Tom Stiles, 
David Kipnis, Doug Rivkin 
along with Ozckowski, will 
return to top form. The ruggers 
will host the Syracuse Harlequins 
March 28 at 11 a.m. 
Thanks to R.K. R.K. 
- -
J.V. Baseball Opens Apr. 5 
By Steve Blank ballplayers with power1u1 oats. 
They will be vying with high 
school All-American Greg Kidd 
and Paul Tornctta for the three 
starting slots. 
The Ithaca College J. V. 
Baseball Team: has trimmed its 
squad to 21 olavcrs and is 
looking forward to their Apr. 
5 opener. 
Coached by graduate student 
George Galli, the team has many 
strengths, one of which is pit-
ching. The staff features Mark 
Henry and Rocky Diponzio, 
who both went to Florida for 
spring training with the Varsity. 
Andy Winkler, Lou Parrish and 
Dan Lucas will be competing 
with Henry and Diponzio for the 
starting rotation. Roger 
Klemeck will provide the short 
relief and be a spot starter. Lef-
thander Tom Deacon rounds out 
this competent list of hurlers. 
The infield is an area where 
there is still much competition 
for the second base and shor -
tstop positions. "It's still very 
much up in the air," says Coach 
Galli. At first base Florida 
Southern transfer Court 
Douglas, who is cxpC1..ted to add 
offensive punch to the line-up, is 
competing with a well-versed 
glovesman in John Kennel. At 
shortstop as well there is much to 
be decided before the J. V. Bom-
bers debut in their _Apr. :, 
Coach Galli sees a well roun-
ded outfield possessing good of-
fensive speed, solid batting 
averages and fine gloves.' Tim 
Barone and Emil Finelli, who 
also traveled with the Varsity to 
Florida, are experienced 
doubleheader vs. TC3. "David 
Murray exhibits great promise 
both offensively and defensively 
at second base,'' says Coach 
Galli. Galli also sees Greg Man-
nis and Dennis Clark as fine 
prospects for the second base 
md sho_rtstop positions. 
Third base will be manned by 
, 
... 
In March when the season is early, and in 
April, when the season is late, there occasion-
ally come days which awaken a new joy in the 
heart. Every recurring spring one experiences 
this fresh delight. There is nothing very tangi-
ble yet in awakening nature. but there is 
something in the air, some sentiment in the 
sunshine and in the look of things, a prophecy 
of life and renewal, that sends a thrill through 
the fra,ne. 
- John Burroughs THE 
PLANTATION 
114 lthaca Commons•27~7231 
Thur..., Fri ttll 9 pm •Sunday 114 
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
HOME 
Interpretation and Tran\lat10n ln~t,tute 
Government/8us1ncss/Soc1ology internship~ 
Language COUr\es 
English as a Foreign Language 
Writers Conference 
Washington Laboratory 
College Preparation 
Over 200 graduate and unllcrgralluate cour~c~ 
Session,· Pre-May 18-Junc 12 
F1r~t Sessum-June 8-July 10 
Eight-week Cross Se,s1on-June 8-Jul\· JI 
S1x-wcek Cross Sc,,1on-June 22-Jul/ JI 
Scconll Session-July 13-Augu,t 14 
ABROAD 
Dijon. France - French 
l cnmgrad, USS R - Ru,>1Jn 
Oxford, EnglJnd • 8uS1nc,, Adn11n1Stf,1t1c•n 
Qu110, Ecuador· SpJni,h 
F1csolc. Ital} - Italian 
Tncr, Wc~t GcrmJn} · (icrrnJn 
Italy, Christian :\rchcnlog)· I 1eld111p 
Spain. Writer, Conference 
SEND MORE lr-.FOR\1ATIO~ 
NJITlC. ----- ---· - --
Allure" ____ _ _ __ _ 
M.11110 SSCE 
(jcor~clo\lrn llm'w-er..,ll\. 
w.,,hmgton fl< 2f)0'7 18 
or cJII ( 202) h25-J00h 
/II' 
(11·111,:,·to~ n ( ·,111,·n1n ,, ar11 1/tJ.JI o;ipon11n11,ta/!irn11J1111· uc ,,,,,, 1n,11t1Jt Pr:,,: 
.., 
Frank Potochney. "I sec third 
base as an offensive position; 
where we want our offensive 
punch," the coach pointed out. 
Potochney, who is from the 
Albany area and is described by 
Coach Galli as one of the tcam5 
better hitters, is expected to fill 
the role of offensive leader. 
Behind the plate, the J. V. 
Bombers have Scott Harris and 
Alex Sardenia. Harris, who is 
qdjusting to a new position i~ 
"coming along", according to 
Coach Galli. "Sardenia ha~ 
good control of his pitchers and 
is a good leader," commented 
Galli. "Overall, I am pleased 
with the teams progress and 
specifically that of the pitcher\ 
and out fielders," he adds. "The 
team has an optimistic, hard 
working, confident, winning at-
titude that is consistent with 
Ithaca's winning tradition and 
should enable us to equal last 
sca5ons 12-2 record." 
The Ithacan 
Needs 
Sports Writers 
For Information 
ca/1274-3207 
ROLLER WG·RLD OIi lriihomrner in 1ror:I c! 
257.1332 or is1-~2oi P111m1d Holl 
Frldar Sat11rday 
~ Altemhoohhll /,.,.,· .. ·;;~~ l-S JO PM ,~ ao1,7 1 -~.··: :.: .. I l:l I AM D~ '. 1 , I " fr '"''' ~ ,,. .. ,,.:1 " I I 1;~, ~ Sundar Monday .. ~ .. t,, 1•oell"4 h1111bt Iii, f(,j.,,.::,CI ~,1u•1 P11tr1 "-• l}CIQ 
• 
, . I' l(I U• 
. :1"' (a.11o 
:i.t11,h 
Bosl~ets 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
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Gymnasts Finish Season 6-3, 5th in Regionals 
Sheri Spe/ing 
--
By Sheryl Murphy 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Gymna~tics Team finished their 
1981 season with a victory over 
Brockport on Feb. 21, a first 
place finish in the State Tour-
nament on Feb. 27-28, and a fif-
.h place tini,h in the Regional 
Tournament on i\farch 20-21. 
In their last meet of the 
regular ~cason, Ithaca defeated 
Brockport with a new team 
record of 130.25. The women 
also ~ct event ,core record, in the 
uneven parallel bar~ (32.8) and 
balance beam (31 .45) 
Maria Castrataro ~ct a record 
in the floor exercises to take first 
place in the event. Judv Bell 
finished second, Smic Chapin 
was third, and Ellie Sanders 
fourtlL 
In the uneven parallel bar~ Sue 
Bourne was first, Chris Ficken 
took second, Sheri Speling third, 
and Diane Riefcnstahl wa~ four-
th. 
Ficken took first place in the 
balance beam event followed by 
Chapin in second, Speling in 
third, and Judy Bell in fourth. 
Chapin and Bell took ~ccond 
and third place respectively in 
vaulting, the only event the 
Ithacans did not sweep. Linda 
Johnson took second place in 
the all-around ~vent. 
Tne I.C. wonien won the 
State Tournament by defeating 
ten teams from New York State 
and taking first place in two of 
the events. Bourne finished first 
in the uneven parallel bar~ and 
Ficken fini,hed first in the 
balance beam. Also placing in 
the uneven parallel bars was 
Spcling in third nlace. 
In vaulting, Bell finished third 
Budweiser, 
KING OF BEERS~-
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Sue Bourne tied for second place in the uneven 
parallel bar event of the Northeast Regional Gym-
nastics Tournament, Mar. 20-21. 
8oW11e was among some very tough competition, 
said Coach Harriet Carnes. Of the six teams who will 
be competing nationally, three are from the Northeast. 
Nine teams wmpeted in the regional tournamen~. 
A preliminary score of 8. 75 of 10, and a final score 
of 8.9 gave Bourne a 17.65 point total, and a good 
chance of qualifying for the National Tournament, ac-
cording to Coach Carnes. 
For her tremendous performances, THE ITHACAN 
honors Sue Bourne as Athlete of the Week. 
and Chapin tied for s1.xth. 
1
Ca.,trataro placed third in floor 
exerci,es and Chapin took fifth 
place. In the all-around event, 
Johmon fini~hed fifth. 
The· Ithaca team took fifth 
place in the Regionals with their 
,ccond highe,l score of the 
~ea~on ( 126.8) and a ,ehool red-
cord in the uneven parallel bar, 
(33.65). 
"They took it to the limit and 
now it\ time for celebration," 
,aid Coach Harriet Carne~ about 
the team\ final meet of the 
,ea,on. 
Ficken ,et a school record on 
the balance beam with an 8.5 in 
the preliminary round of com-
petition to tie for third in the 
event. She abo tied for seventh 
in the uneven parellel bars. 
Sue Bourne tied for ,ccond in 
the uneven parallel bar, and ha~ 
a very good chance of qualifying 
for the National,. ,H.xording to 
Coach Carnes. Sh: ha~ alrc 1dy 
beaten the qualifying ,core and 
now it's just a que,tion of how 
many other girls in the nation 
also qualified. 
Coach Carnes felt the team 
did well overall and was pleased 
with the results. "They perfor-
med like seasoned veterans in 
post season competition," said 
Carnes. La5t year the team went 
into the Regionals ranked 
eighth and finished tied for 
seventh with only one person 
in the finals. This year the 
team went in ranked fifth and 
finished in fifth place with two 
people making it to the finals. 
The I.C. womery'5 gymnastics 
team's final record for the 1981 
season was 6-3 in dual meets. 
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Yes 
Amazing. 
I was sitting down in one of 
the local taverns, bending a few 
elbows with some buddies, 
discussing what was probably 
the hottest subject amongst bud-
dies bending elbows in taverns. 
The NCAA Basketball Tour-
nament replaced baseball and 
sex in the conversations of 
patrons in pubs from 
Bloomington to Baton Rouge 
and Chapel Hill to Charlot-
tesville. 
"How about those Tarheels," 
Bill shouted from behind a tall 
one. "Five to one they go all the 
way." 
"You're crazy, Bill, no way 
North Carolina's gonna stop 
Sampson. Virginia's gonna take 
it," I answered. 
Poor Gary. He's from Philly. 
He was leening over his beer, 
There 
still trying to recover from ln-
diana 's 78-46 anihilation of his 
home town Hawks. 
"I can still see Jim Lynam·, 
watching the last shot go in," 
Gary lamented. "Damn, when I 
saw John Smith take that pass 
from Lonnie McFarlan to beat 
DePaul, I thought we were going 
all the way." 
"All the way home," Bill 
rubbed in, "All the way home." 
lronicaly, the finals are in thf" 
Spectrum in Philadelphia. 
"Did you see U.S. Reed? Did 
you see him?" 
"Steve, how could I miss, and 
stop sticking me in the ribs," I 
said as I pulled his finger out of 
my rib cage. 
"Man, I almost had a 
coronary when that midcourt 
jumper went swooosh." 
"Swoosh?" I asked. 
THEITHACAN 
• IS a 
··swoosh," Steve replied. 
For the vast majority who saw 
the games on TV, it was a 
pleasure to watch Al and Billy 
and Dick. NBC did an excellant 
job of keeping the viewers aware 
of.all the action going on. It was 
great seeing the switch from the 
Oregon St.-Kansas ST. game 
just in time to see U :s. Reed fire 
off a salvo that sunk the 
Louisville Cardinals, and then 
back again to see Rolando 
Blackman end the season for the 
Beavers. 
"I don't care what anyone 
says, AI McGuire knows more 
about basketball than anyone." 
Bill announced to no one in par-
ticular. 
"Even more than you Bill?" 
"Another One Bites the 
Dust," could be tlie theme song 
for this year's edition of the 
Virginia 
biggest event in basketball. (Not 
to take anything away from the 
NBA, but there are more thrills 
on the college level.) As we look 
at the casualty list for the 
NCAA, we see amongst the sur-
vivors, not DePaul or The 
Beavers of Oregon State. You 
can _send condolances to Notre 
Dame and Brigam Young and 
Louisville and UCLA and every 
one else. 
- Everyone else except for 
. Virginia, Indiana, ~orth 
Carolina and LSU. They go to 
Philly, they survived, they are 
the Final Four. 
Here's a prediction for next 
Monday night in Philadelphia, 
Virginia 72, Indiana 69. 
"North Carolina all the way," 
yells Bill. 
You can't please everyone. 
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McVeigh, Bernhardt Named All-American 
By Teryl Reynolds 
Four All-American honors were 
won by Ithaca College swim-
mers at the NCAA Division III 
National Swimming and 
Diving Championships at 
Oberlin College in Ohio, Mar. 
19-21. Eight school records 
were set. 
Don McVeigh was made 
three time All-American in 
free style events, the 200, 500 
GRADUATING SENIORS: 
Interested in the area of Finacial Investments 
*If you think would like to be a Stockbroker: 
1st Je·rsey Securities maybe interested in 
training you. Career Placement Office can 
supply you with more information. 
Send· Resumes to : 
1st Jersey Securities 
3699 West Henriette Rd. 
Rochester, N. Y. 14623 
0 Resumes will be presented pending a local 
group interview. Our offices are located in 
principle cities. 
and 1650 yards. Jim Bernhar-
dt won the All-American title 
in 50 yard freestyle. To 
qualify for the All-American 
Award, the swimmers placed 
12th or better out of fields of 
40 to 50. 
McVeigh placed third in 
both the. 200 and 500 yard 
freestyle, with times of I :43.09 
and 4:38.37 respectively. Both 
times bettered last year's top 
times, and broke McVeigh's 
own school records. 
McVeigh's sixth place in the 
1650 yard freestyle won his 
third All-American and set 
continued on page 17 
MOVING BACK HOME AFTER 
CLASSES ARE OVER? 
Ryder Truck Rental has the answer. 
Reserve that Ryder Truck and get an extra 
· 25% OFF on any size tr~ck. 
TAKING RESERVATIONS NOW!! 
For res8fY&tlons call your local Ryder dealer. 
CARROLLS' SALES & SERVICE INC. 
233 Elmira Road-273-6310 
Renting trucks for over 20 years. 
All major credit cards accepted. 
*Reservations recieved before April IS will gel an elllra 25 off. 
SAVE fflONEY WITH TAKE-OUT FOOD 
FROffl OUR DELI. and BAKERY DEPT.! 
* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
"'kSUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARONI SALAD 
"'kCOOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD· 
nlirealOI •er11a• Saturdays Til Midnight • ·Sundays 8 am • 6 pm 
7 42 .s. Meadow St., Ithaca. 
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Basketball Takes Consolation Title 
By Amy Uoonan 
After a season that had its ups 
and downs, the Ithaca College 
Women's basketball team 
surged through the NYSAIA W 
Division II Tournament to win 
the consolation title on Feb. 28. 
Ithaca tallied a 91-86 win over 
Canisius to wind up the cam-
paign with a 14-9 record and six 
wins in their final seven games. 
A tough 87-76 loss to St-. John 
Fisher in the first round cost the 
Bombers a shot at the title, but 
they pulled out the consolation 
title with the win over the Griffs 
and a 73-72 decision over Utica 
in the second round. 
Coach Natalie Smith had 
hopes that her squad would get a 
bid to the Eastern Regional 
team, but Ithaca was unable to 
break into a tough field. 
"Nonetheless," she noted, "it's 
great to finish on a ·positive 
note." 
The close of the season also 
marked the end of the Faith 
Colter era. In her four sea5ons, 
· Colter racked up 1583 points -
more than any otha cager ever, 
male or female - for a 21.4 per 
game average. 
offensive player but an in-
timidating defensive player a~ 
well." 
Also lost through graduation 
will be Maureen Skovrinski, a 5-
7 swing player whose floor 
leadership was instrumental in 
Ithaca's strong finish. 
*McVeigh, Bernhardt All-American 
Not just a scorer, the 5-8 for-
ward is a strong rebounder as 
well. She grabbed 854 rebounds 
during her career, an average of 
11.S an outing. 
"Maureen i5 another four-year 
player whose experience and 
leadership will be hard to 
replace," says Smith. 
With a strong corps of retur-
ning players for next ~eason, the 
Bombers hopes for another 
~trong season will depend upon 
heir ability to pick up where 
i·aith left off. 
continuedfrompage 16 
another school record. 
Bernhardt placed 12th in the 
50 and 14th in the 100 yard 
freestyle, breaking school 
records in both. 
Bob McLaughlin broke a 
school record in the 100 yard 
butterny and placed 14th. 
I.C. 's slate in the 400 and 
800 yard freestyle broke 
5chool records, the 800 by a 
substantial two seconds, said 
Coach Bill Ware. The relayers 
were Thor Cheyne, McVeigh, 
Bernhardt and McLaughlin. 
Tim Lennon swam for IC in 
t':te 100 yard breaststroke with 
a time of 1:03.26. 
Dick Comanzo placed 17th 
and 18th in one and three 
meter diving, respectively. 
"We did super. It was a 
super meet," said Coach 
* Alcohol on Campus 
continued from page 12 student peer leaders next year. 
fairs Office cooperated with 
the Northeast Council on 
Alcoholism to sponsor a 
workshop for teachers,pastors 
and interested campus person-
nel. 
11. Project Cork. A group 
of interested students has been 
recruited and are planning 
workshops for staff and 
Summary: 
There has been substantial 
reduction in the number of 
alcohol related events, the 
number of all campus parties 
where alcohol is served and in 
the amount of alcohol con-
sumed. 
TIDSWEEli 
GETTOKNOW 
ALOCALWINE 
" . c . .,.> ;-; 
AND NEXT WEEK YOU'LL BE BACK FOR ANOTHE!U 
tf]'J_-...._ We have earned a national reputation for our 
' ~ wine list-featuring the products of our own 
· ,. 1 locaJ wine country En1oy the pleasures of a 
. -, ' 
,, '.:: ,( '"' I , .~ ' i. • )I 
\ bottle of fine wine w,th our Prime Rib. Steak . 
· Seafood or Roast Duck Dinners And our 
'~- ····..11! 
... : -
~ .-,·~ -
} 
famous Shr•:np-Soup-Salad-Sundae Bar 
_ _ ~ 1s unexcellcd 
j. 
-'! 
'1' 
TUVliACl\41J' 
Wt1ere the Wine 1s Bottled Poetry· 
Fl.J1JTE 13 SOUTH ITHACA NY. (607) 272-6484 
YOUR TIME I Th'O YEAAS TO HELP IN lHE DEY.EL -
OPING WORLD THROU3H PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER. 
SERVICE, IT'S TIME WELL SPENT - FOR YOU, 
Spring, SU!IUne: openings in agriculture, 
business, education, engineering, forestry, 
home ec/nutrition, mathematics and sciences 
(major or minor), nursing, construction and 
skilled trades, other areas. Minimum age is 
18 for U.S. citizens with BA/BS degree OR 
two years relevant experience. Living exp-
enses, transportation, training, medical 
benefits, small savings _paid. Studc1,t loan 
deferment possible. Put your education to 
work for two years in the developing world. 
APPLY NOW, IN NY STATE, CALL TOLL-FREE 
8 0 0-lf 6 2-lf 2 If J 
PEACE CORPS - MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
Ware. 
Bernhardt said, "We're 
proud so many IC swimmers 
qualified for the Nationals. 
Next year we're headed for the 
top five in the nation." 
Graduating seniors Jim 
Bernhardt and Thor Cheyne 
give special thanks to William 
Ware for his coaching and 
time. 
Are vou , ., 
interested in 
eompus events? 
Write for the 
lthoeanl 
274-3207 
"How do you replace a Faith 
Colter?" asks Smith. "She is 
one of the few players who can 
mrn a ga'!le around all by her-
self. She's not only an explosive 
I Jui9iJ 
!1· r.· ·- g1alian e~ 
1 ! Pasta Specials 
Monday thru Thursday 
$3.50 
Now Open for Lunch Mon.-Fri. - 11:30-2:00 
Very Reasonably Priced 
.-------~ 
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To help you plan 
a productive summer ... 
1heC.W.&t 
Sum,ngrJqg1 
Bt,llefin is 
FeadyNow. 
Summer learning is great at C.W. Post: a full range of courses. out-
standing resident and guest facc..lty, flexible schedules. excelient 
facilities on Long Island's most beautiful campus, only minutes 
from New York City and fine recreation areas. 
More than 1300 undergraduate and graduate courses, 
intensive institutes and workshops, Festival of the Arts, 
(workshops, master classes, performances). 
Day and evening sessions begin May 11, June 22, July 27 
Weekend College classes begin June 13, 14, 20 or 21 
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' I TO GET YOUR COPY, phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon today. I 
I Summer courses are I also available at: 
I Suffolk Branch Campus, Brentwood, LI. I (516) 273-5112 
I 
I 
I 
• 
Rockland Campus 
(at Dominican College) 
(914) 359-7200 
Summer Sessions Office ~ 
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY w 
c.-w. nost center 
£'GREENVALE. NEW YORK 11548 
An Equal Opportun,ty/ Attormat,ve Act,on lnst,tutoon 
Please send me the Summer 1981 Bulletin C 
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I 
I 
Name _____________________ _ 
---------- - ---------_I 
Address _________________ -- -
City. State. Zip ____________ -------- -
I 
I 
I 
---------------------~ 
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t.nnouncements are free and the 
weekly deadline for submissions •~ 
Monday llt 5p.m. al the Ithacan of-
fice. 
Foreign Studies 
Thi~ Thursday, Mllr, 26, and 
Frida,, Miu. 27, Dr. Lynne Lackey, a 
candidate for the position of Director 
of the London Center, will be on cam-
pus. Faculty and ,tudents arc invi~ed 
to meet Dr. Lackey in an open meeting 
from 11:00-12:15 p.m. on Friday, 
Mar. 27 in the Gannett Conference 
Room fifth fllor. Please call the Of-
fice of Forein Study (274-3306) if you 
arc intere~ted in meeting Dr. Lackey 
but cannot attend the scheduled 
meeting 
Attention 1-·n11 '81 Londoners: The man-
datorv orientation meeting originally 
schcd~lcd for Apnl I Ith ha, been 
r=hcdukd for Saturday, April 4, from 
1-3 p.m., in &,encc Hall 202. Acceptance 
letters will be available Apr. 2, in the 
Foreign Study Offkc, MuUer 218. 
1hl, summer, The College at New 
Paltz \\ill offer a program lhat 's u mn,t 
for e~eri,one considering foreign travel. 
It\ a two-week intensive foreign language 
program for beginning or more advanced 
srndent, who need to brush up on thclf 
,kilb. There 1, also a program for tho,e 
.... ho must deal with English a, a second 
language - a program that 1, ideal for the 
foreign tourist 
T\\elve Janguag~ will be taught: 
Arabic, Chmec,c, English, French. Ger-
man. Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Polish, 
Russian, Spanish, and Yiddish. Clas~ 
.... ,u be small and ...,;u meet five day, a 
week for five hour, each morning. They 
.... iu be supplemented by practice in the 
language laboracory, and record~'ll 
materials ¼111 be made available for 
listening outside the classroom. 
Those who decide to participate in the 
program will be encouraged to live on 
campus in a language donnitory and eat 
meals together with their instructors in 
order to gam further rompctence m the 
ll'\C of a language. The cour,e is designed 
a., a total immersion program and studen-
t, "ill be rcquirL>d to speak only their 
targe1cd language both in and outside the 
cla,sroom. For thos;c who want ad-
diuonal language cwcricnce, there will be 
opportunities to practice their skills with a 
nati,e ,pcaker. 
Intensive study of a foreign language 
ha, proven to create a highly effective and 
exciting learning environment in which 
participant> are able to progress rapidly 
and gain grea1er con tidcnce and en-
tliu,ia,m to further develop their fluency. 
The fir,t two-.... cek session in all 
languages begins May 26; the second one 
on June 22; and the final session starts 
Julv 20. Each of the<,e scs,ions offo'r<; a 
co~rse of ,tudy for begmning students 
::md a second for tho,c individuals who 
have a more cxrenmc background in a 
language and desire to review and develop 
the.ir skills in the language. Those 
desiring to continue in the inten,ive 
program may al,o enroll In a '>l'(!Uential 
two-.,.,cck intemivc language ,c,,ion im-
mcd1a1el,· follo,,ing rhc fiN. TI1e<;c 
programs begin on June 8, July 6, and 
Aug. 3. 
fc,_.., for imtruc1ion, room and bo.1rd 
arc nominal. For thi, rea.,on and lx.-cau,c 
da,sc<o will be kept 1mall, ,r 1~ rmponant 
to rl'gi,tcr early for thc<;c C\clling cour,e<.. 
Funhcr information abou1 the 
program. foe,, and applicauon deadline, 
c::m he obtainL'll by writing Dr. Henry 
Urh,m,k1, Department of Foreign 
Language~. The College at New Paltz, 
New Palz, N.Y. 12561 or the Center 
for Continuing Education at the same 
address. If calling, phone 914-257-
2625 or25 I 2. I 
Once again, through the 
anon~mous gifl of a Spanish donor, 11 
number of grants fifteen thousand 
Pe,cta, each are being made available 
to American and Canadian sophrnore, 
juniors, ~enior, and graduates for 
,tudy at the Facultad de Filosofia y 
l ctra, of the Univers1dad de Madrid 
111 the Academic Year Abroad 
prn~ram. Student, already m Europe 
,hould conta,t the A YA office in the 
Fa.:ultad. Edifi.:10 A, MaJrid. 
Studt•nt, in the United Slates ~hould 
,c11d a ,clf-addrc,scd numb~r 10 en-
,d,,pc with 20 i:cnts on it before May 
I~ 1,,. Spanish S.:holarship Commit:e, 
.''wa,kmll" Year Abroad, P.O. Box 9, 
N~" l',1lt1. NY 12561 
Am,•rk11n i:olleRt ~tudents admislble 
10 Junior \'nr l1r higher m September 
11J:;1 ar,· di~11'lt· for grant, to study in 
THEITHACAN 
Announcements 
Paris during the academic years I 981-
82, provided that they are adequately: 
prepared in French and will have 
completed a dossier de pre-inscription 
which is received in Paris before Apr. 
l, 198 I. These grants will be paid in· 
French Francs in two installments· 
each semester. 
Additional grants of up to $1,000 
for the vear will be awarded to 
qualified ·students who elect AYA. 
arranged housing in a French home. 
For further information and an ap-
plication, ,end a self-addressed num-
ber 10 envelope with 20 cents postage 
on it and the notation PARIS to: 
Academic Year Abroad, 17 Jansen 
Road, New Pahz, NY 12561 
The Foreign & Domestic Te11chers 
Organization needs teacher applic2nts 
in all fields from kindergarten through 
college to fill over five hundred 
teaching vacancies both at home and 
abroad. 
Since 1968, our organization has 
been finding vacancies and locating 
teachers both in foreign countries and 
i~)~~.: .:?~~I.~.': · ..;/ ,. 
/,:,·.·. -'.:-··~ .,. 
}:7'.i.; t)·· 
.: : 
"Painting Up Front "-opening Apr. 8 at the Johnson Museum 
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': ··~ 
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.:·.1 
in all fifty states. We possess hun- •----------------------------------------------dreds of current openings a.Rd have all 
the information as to scholarship, 
grants, and fellowships. 
The principle problem with first 
year teachers is where to find the job~! 
Our information and brochure is 
free and comes at an opportune time 
when there arc more teachers than 
teaching positions. 
Should you wish additional infor-
mation about our organization, you 
may write the Portland Oregon Better 
Business Bureau or the National 
Teacher's Placement Agency, Univer-
sal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland, 
Oregon 97208. 
We do not promise every graduate 
in the field of education a dcfinice 
position, however, we do promise to 
provide them with a wide range of 
hundreds of current vacancy notices 
both at home and abroad. 
A new opportunity for study in 
Denmark is being offered by Scan-
dinavian Seminar with two separate 
one-semester programs, one in the fall 
and one in the spring, for college 
student and other adults. The first 
one will start at the end of July and ex-
tend over the fall months till m1d-
Dccember, the other one will begin in 
February and extend into June. 
The Fall program will be run along 
the same lines as Scandinavian 
Seminar's regular academic year 
program in Denmark, Finland, Nor-
way or Sweden. No previous 
knowledge of Danish is necessary. Af-
ter a short introductory course, the 
students will participate in an intensive 
two-week language course and then 
spend some time with a Danish family 
practicing the language. From early 
September the students Jive and study 
among Scandinavians at Danish Folk 
Schools (small residential liberal am 
schools), where they will further im-
prove their language skills and immer-
se themselves in the Danish life and 
culiure. 
The Spnng scme~tcr program is 
only for students who-already have 
some knowledge of Danish, equivalent 
to at least one year of college study. 
The program consists of a family ~tay 
of several weeks for language practuce 
and 16 week~ of living and learning at 
a Danish Folk School. 
On th~ basis of a detailed written 
evaluacion, recommendation for 
credit will be ~ent !O each student's 
home college or university. The fee, 
which covers tuition, room, board and 
course-connected travel in Denmark, 
is $3800 for the fall semester and 
$3200 for the spring semester 
program. Interest-free loans arc gran-
ted on the basis of need, as are a kw 
small scholarships. Applications for 
the programs will be accepted until 
May 15th. 
For further informauon, wruc to: 
Scandinavian Seminar, 100 East 85th 
Street, New York, NY 10028 
Theatre Notes 
To kick off it's fund-raising drive, 
lthacare Is arranging a bendif evening 
at the presentation of Rogers and 
Hammerstein's classic "The King And 
I". Proceeds from the show will help 
pay for renovations of lthacare's 
Quarry.Street facility. 
lthacare is a residential care facility 
for older adults. Renovations will 
turn 2,800 square feet or unused 
ground ,oace into a new Activities 
Center. The project is being funded 
entirely with contributions from in-
dividuals, businesses, service groups, 
and foundations. 
The benefit performance of "The 
King And I" is scheduled for Apr. 8, 
1981 at 8: 15 in Ithaca College's 
Dillingham Theatre. The show will be 
presented in conjunction with rhc 
Ithaca College Thearre Arts Depar-
tment. 
To make reservations, please call 
Ithaca.re (273-4080) 
Tickets for the benefit: are five dollars 
each . 
Ithacare Center is a non profit 
organization. 
A play that stirred up a healed con-
troversy in New York when it 
premiered in 1974 and was later 
nominated for Best Play of the Year, 
will be Theatre Cornell's first Drum-
mond Studio production of the term. 
David Rabe's In The Boom Boom 
Room plays with an 8: I 5 curtain Mar-
ch 19-21, 26-28 and following spring 
recess Apr. 9-11, with a matim.·e Sun-
day, Mar. 22 al 2:30. Tickets are 
available at the Theatre Cornell Bo,c 
Office (256-5165), lower floor of 
Willard Straight Hall, open 1-6:00, 
Monday-Friday. 
Central Casting Theatre presents Milan 
Stitt's deeply moving drama, "The Run-
net' Stumble.." Based on an actual 
Michigan murder case in the early part of 
the century, the play invoh·es a Catholic 
priest accused of murdering a nun. Milan 
Stitt weaves a fascinating tapestry or two 
desperate people searching to understand 
themsclvl'S, cach othtT and their im-
possible love. Clive Barnes of The Ne"' 
Y-ork Times wrote, "An abrolutely 
fascinating play .. .It is very moving, and 
doe, say somc.1hing ... about the relation-
ship of a man with a woman. It gor to me 
and I cried." Thorn Spadaro is Father 
Rivard. Judith Andrew is Sister Rita. 
Dirc(.'tcd by Robert Andrew. Also 
starring Suzanne Spitz, John Dileo, Carol 
DentL'S Wilhelm, Richard Korf. Lisa 
Kurlandcr, Philip Brehse, David f'er-
dinand. 
PtTfonnanccs arc Mar. 19-21, 26-28 and 
April 2-4 at 8: 15 p.m. Ticket5 are on ,;a.Jc 
at McBooks or make reservations by 
calling 272-1688. Central Casting Theatre 
is at 407 Taughannock Boulevard. 
Rehearsals are now in progres.s for the 
•Ithaca Opera's Spring Production, the 
delightful "Hansel and Gretel" by 
Englebert: Humperdinct (1854-1921). 
The Opera will be performed March 
27 at 8:15p.m. and Sunday, March 
28, at 2 p.m. at the Strand Theatre. 
Donald Junkins, poet and professor 
of creative writing and American 
literature at · the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst, will give a 
reading of his poetry at the Temple of 
Zeus, Goldwin Smith Hall, Cornell 
University, on Thursday, Mar. 26, at 
8:15 p.m. 
Professor Junkins has published six 
books of poetry, including Crossing 
by Ferry, and Sandpipers She Said, 
and The Uncle Harry Poems and 
Other Maine Reminiscences. He has 
won several prizes for his poems, in-
cluding the John Masefield Award 
form the Poetry Society or America, 
The Jenny Tane Award from t'"· 
Mas,achusetts Review for the best 
group of poems published in one year, 
and :i·ret grants from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, !he most 
recent in 1979. From 1970-78 he direc-
ted the graduate writing program at 
the University of Massachusetts. 
Donald Junkins' poems have ap-
peared in The New York, The Atlantic 
Poetry, The Sewanee Review, The An-
tioch Review, and 30 other 
periodicals. In 1976 he edited the an-
thology The Contemporary World 
Poets. Since publication three of the 
poets in that volume have won the 
Nobel Prize for Literature. 
Judy Grahn will give a public 
reading sponsored by The Women's 
Writer's Center on Thursday, Mar. 
26, 1981 at 8:00 p.n. in Coleman 
Lounge, Cazenovia College, 
Cazenovia, NY. 
She is the author of The Work of A 
Common Woman, a collection of her 
previous ¼Orks, including "The 
Common Woman," "A Woman Is 
Talking To Death," and her latest 
work "Confronta!ions With The 
Devil In The Form Of Love." She is 
also the editor of Truei'o Life Adven-
ture Stories. 
Ms. Grahn is the fourth of five 
4'isiling faculty to teach a full week at 
The Women's Writer's Center during 
rhe 1980-81 academic year. The last 
writer in this series will be Rita Mae 
Brown.. 
Red Cross, a drama by Sam Shepard, 
"'ill be presented in lt:haca College', 
Arena Theatre on Mar. 31 at 4:15 and 
8:15. No admission will be charged. 
Organizations 
Ultimate Frisbee Players- there will 
be a spring meeting on Tuesday (3/31) 
at 7:00 p.m. We will meet in the 
Union. If you're psyched, show up! , 
'Tis the season to be UL TI MATE. 
Tuesday night (3/31) at 7 p.m. we're 
having our spring meeting. We will be 
setting practice schedules and gett;ng 
psyched. Meet in the Union at ·, and 
don't forget the loose joints! Penalty 
bongs for those who blow it off. 
Worried about the draft? Can't 
decide whether to register? Think 
you 're a conscientious objector? Will 
women have to register? The- Ithaca 
Draft Information and Counseling 
Service is open 6 days a week to an-
swer your question and help you 
decide how to re,pond to the draft. 
Call 256-5187 for information or ap-
pointments, or drop by the Draft Cen-
ter in room 320, Anabel Taylor Hall, 
Cornell. 
The Republican Party Is always 
looking for interested hardworking 
persons who are interested in working 
for or becoming candidates for our 
fall '81 election campaign. New faces 
and ideas and enlhusiasn are 
welcomed by the Republican Party. 
Offices listed below arc to be filled in 
the fall '8 l elcc!ion. In some cases the 
encumbants may not be running. 
Help us guarantee the local electorate 
a common sense approach to gover-
nmental operation and government 
size by joining the winning team now. 
The Republican Party is not a tightly 
controlled machine that is operated by 
a few in the county. Our processes are 
open and we welcome and encourage 
your involvement end enthusiasm to 
help our party maintain its strength in 
Tompkins County. The opportunity 
and responsibility to properly manage 
the affairs ofthc local governments of 
this county are your respon,ibility. 
Don't let the other guy do it. Get in-
volved now with your commicment to 
be a volunteer or to make yourself 
available as a candidate. 
If you have anyy interest in either 
becoming a candidate or assisting with 
a local campaign, please write to the 
Tompkins County Republican Pany 
ATTN: Local Election Comm111ee, 
Box 486 Ithaca, NY 14850 or call 
Republican Headquarters at 272-2122. 
Speakers 
Professors Rosalind Petchesk}, 
political theorist at Ram11po College 
on leave at the Rockefeller Institute, 
Columbia Univer,ity, will be the next 
speaker for the Marxist-Feminist 
,peakers ,eries at: Ithaca College. Her 
talk will be on "The New Right, The 
Pro Life Movement: and the Rise of 
Sexual Facism." Given the recent 
election of Ronald Reagan, the 
growing strength of the anti-abortion 
campaign and its concern with the 
Human Life Amendment, her talk 
could not be more timely. 
The lecture wiH be held on Thur-
sday, Apr. 2,-at 8:00 p.m. in Science 
202, Ithaca College. It is open to the 
public. 
Stay for wine and cheese after. 
Speaker for Shearson-Lo11b Roades 
(Stock Broker), Betty Cornish will 
speak on Tuesday, March 31 F-307 
Summer Opportunities 
A unique summer volunteer program for 
college students interested in career., in the 
field or mental health has been designed 
by The New York Hospital-ComeU 
Medical Center, WestchestLT Division in 
White Plain,. 
The eight week project, tx.-ginning in 
mid-June, combines structured, ~taff-
su~ivised patient as.,ignmenL~ and a 
Sli-ies of prolcs.\ionally conduc1ed 
seminar; and lectures. Participants will 
have an opportunity to l!.l!plorc the many 
disciplines of a university-ba,;ed 
psychiatric hospiral. Academic mxiit 
may be granted by cooperating colleg~ 
and universities for the independent 
study. 
Eligibility will be determined by 
demonstrated academic ability and a per-
sonal interview. As the program is limited 
to twenty students, early application is 
re.:onunended. 
For funher information contact Ann 
Eisner, Director, Volunteer Department, 
The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical 
Center, W~tchester Division, 21 
Bloomingdale Road, White Plains, New 
York, 10605. (914) 682-9100, Extension 
2415 or 2416. Monday - Friday. 9 a.m. -
5 p.m. 
The Bristol Valley Playhouse is now 
auditioning actors and interviewing 
technicians for the forthcoming 198 I 
summer play series, which will open 
July 3. 
George Sherwood, producer-
direction of the Playhouse, says that 
he is especially interested in seeing 
March 26, 1981 
people from the western New York 
area for the 1981 company. He ex-
plain5, "The Bristol Vally Playhouse 
i, dedicated to the concept of regional 
theatre, for and by regional people. 
There are a great many extremely 
talented people i our area who arc not 
always given priority comideration. 
Why go to New York City to look for 
actor,, actresses, designer; or 
co5tumer5 when there arc experience, 
people right here? For a number of 
vear, our company has been made up 
;!most cxclmivcly of regional talent, 
and needless to say, the result5 have 
been very succe,sful." 
Per;on, interested in any pha,c of 
theatre, on stage or back stage, full 
mne or jobber;, can wntc to the 
Bmtol Valley Playhome, R.D. num-
ber 3, Naplc;, NY 14512. Audiuon, 
and interview, arc by appointment 
only, and will be held from Mar. I 6-
\lay 8. 
(.;rindslone Island Peace School: A 
five-day program, on Grind5tonc 
hland (Portland, Ont) Aug. 23-28, 
looking at conflict in Central 
America, SE Asia, the Middle Ea,t 
and Southern Africa, and also the ar-
ms race, with an emphasis on conllict 
re,olution, peace and ju5ticc. For 
Canadian and American ,tudent. 
teachers and activities. Cost: S 115 
(Can.) or $JOO (US) - include5 room 
and food. Several partial ;cholar,hip5 
a,ailablc. For more information and 
rcgi,tration, contact: Grind5tone Co-
op, PO Box 564, Sta. P, Tornnot. 
Ont. ~15, 2TI; (416)923-4215. 
Andrew R. M11zzell11, Regional 
Mannger, announces thal lhe Finger 
Lakes Stale Park and Recreation 
Commission will conduct prc-5ea,on 
lifeguard examination- as follo\\s: 
'iaturday, Apr. 11, 198 l - E1,cnhov.cr 
College, Seneca Fall5, NY 10:00 a.m., 
Saturday, 'il,lay 2, 1981 - Ithaca High 
School, Ithaca, NY 10:00 a.m., Satur-
dav. Mav 9, 1981 - Eisenhower 
Ct;llege, s·eneca Falls, NY 10:00 a.m. 
Examinations will comist of written 
flr;t aid examination, practical cardio 
pulmonary re,u;citation and practical 
water tc,t. Candidate, who pas, all 
three tests may be 5clcctcd for a 
,ca5onal lifeguard po,1uon. 
For further informatwn, plea,c 
.:ontact Robert Terrell, General Park 
Superintendent, Regional Headquar-
ter,, Taughannock Fall; State Park, 
rruman,burg, NY 607-387-7041. 
Opportunities 
THE ITHACAN 
Announcements 
,cholar,hip program wa, e5tabli,hed 
by the Long l5land Adverti,111g Club 
in 1975. "It i, our purpose," ,ay Ar-
,hur lgcr, thi5 year\ LIAC Scholar-
5h1p Chairperson, "ro encourage 
5tudent; who have 5hown a scriou, 
commitment to adverti,111g and 
marketing, both in their acade1111c per-
formance and their involvement in 
related acnv111c;. The ,cholar,h1p 
award, reflect our dedication 10 
quality and profc,51onali,m in our 
field." 
Student, can obta111 applicatwn, 
and information from the financial 
aid office, or markcting/advcrt1,ing 
department, at their '>Cl10ol,. Th~ 
deadline for receipt ot applicat10115 1, 
May 8. 1981 
Career Planning Notes 
For lho~e who need a guick review 
or their resume, Career Planning 
hold, Re,umc Critique Clime, every 
Wedne,day Evening 7 to 9 p.m. and 
Friday morning,, 10:30 to 12 noon. 
Career Planning is recruiting Peer 
Counselors for the 1981-82 academic 
year. Peer Coumclor5 work closely 
with the ,taff of the Career Planning 
Office and hold regular office hour, 
throughout the year. Candidates 
5hould have a ,trong interest in 
working with studcnt5 and mu;t be 
will to spend 4 to 5 houVi a week in the 
office. If you would like more infor-
mauon or applicatiom, plea5e ,top by 
the Career Planning Office, fir;t 
floor, Gannett. Selection will occur 
during the month ot April and the 
fmal dcc151om will be made during the 
last week of cla,5es. 
The NeYt York State Senate is ,pon-
soring a Student A51i,tant Program 
for the annual lcgi;latjvc se;s1on, from 
Jan. 6 through May 21, 1982. Ses5ion 
a.,.,1,tant, arc a5,igned to trair. in of-
rice5 where they may acquire practical 
tool, and an 1m1de under5tanding of 
,tale government. They arc expected 
to contribute a minimum of 30 hour,; 
i:,er \\eek 10 their position. A ,mall 
,tipend, intended to defray living ex-
pen,e,. is pro, 1ded. Academic credit 
mav be arranged. lntcrc5ted 5tudcnh 
,h;uld contact Career Planning for 
more 111formation. 
The Ne~ York Hospital-Cornell 
Medical Center in While Plain,, NY 
announce, their annual 5ummcr 
volunteer pre-career program. Thi, i5 
an eight \\eek program dc;igned for 
,tudcnt, 111tere,tcd in career, in the 
field of mental health. For more in-
formauon contact. Ann Eisner, 
Director, Volunteer Department, thew 
Ne,, York Hmpital, Cornell \led1cal 
Center, We,tchc,tcr Din;ion, 21 
Bloomingdale Road, White Plain1, 
NY 10605, or call (914)682-9100, e,t. 
2415 or 2416. 
For ,1udenl~ inlere;led in ,ummer 
· camp employment, career Planmng 
keep, an updated folder with camp 
vacancies notice,. Aho, a number of 
Summer Camp; have scheduled 
recruiting vi,it; for later in the spring. 
Interested 5tudcnt; mu,t participate in 
an Orientation to Recruiting/Inter-
viewing workshop to be eligible for on 
campus interview;. Check with 
Career Planning for more infor-
mation. 
Fi~I lnve,lor, Corporation, a firm 
,pccial11ing in financial planmng and 
in,e,tment for 1nd1Hdual,, will be 
recruiting at Career Planmng on 
Wednc,day, Apr. 8. Updated 
recru1t111g information 1; available at 
Career Planning and the Career New, 
Bulletin. 
Plea5e note a correction 111 the 
recelll edition of the Career Nev.,. 
The minornv Profe<,<,1onal, Nidll will 
be held on \Vedne,day, Apr. 8.-
Upcoming work5hops include: Self 
Directed Search. Monday, \lar. 30, 3-
5 p.m.; Interviewing Tin, and 
Tcd1111que5, \Vedne,day, Apr. I. 3-4 
p.m.; and Creating a Credential File, 
Friday, Apr 3, 1-2 p.m. Plca,e con-
5uJt the Career New, for more infor-
mation concerning Recruiter,, 
Credential Rc\le\\ Se"ion,, ,rnd \,lock 
lntcr.iew Times. 
Hartwick College Women', Center 
i, spon~oring a conference entitled 
"Women in Careers": Pro,pect, for 
the 80, on Apr. 10, 11, 12. Small 
work5hop5 and guc,t ,peaker, are 
,chedulcd for the three day conferen-
ce. For further information or advan-
ce rcgi5tration, plea,c contact Lauren 
Nadel, (607)432-6765, or Katherine 
Rhode, (607)433-2553. 
The New York Public Interest 
Group (NYPIRG) 1; looking for 
,tudcnts interested in working as 
project coordinator,. Staff positions 
encompa55 recruiting and organi:nng 
,tudcnts, managing campus offices, 
teaching advocacy skilh and much 
more. Positiom available throughout 
New York State. Addre55 inqu1rie5 to 
Tom Wathen, 5 Beckman St., New 
York, NY 10038. 
Teacher~ College/Columhia 
Unh·ersil)' in ~ew York Cil) i; spon-
<,Oring orientation meeting; and in-
di,idual con;ultation days for studen-
ts intere5ted in graduate ,chool. The 
Program include5: Movement Sc1en-
ce5 and Education, Saturday, Apr. 4, 
9:45 to : 2:30 p.m.; Education for 
Coumcling, Tuc5day, Apr. 7, 6:30 
p.m.; Career5 in Special Education 
Tuesday, Mar. 3 I, 6:30 p.m. and 
Saturday, May 4 10:00-12 p.m. For 
more information about these 
program5 or re5ervation (212)678 
3987. 
Two new recruiters have been added 
lo our spring 5chedule. First Inve5tor 
Corp. a firm ,pecializing in financial 
planning and invc,tment for in-
dividual; will be interviewing on Wed-
nesday, Apr. 8. American Fro,en 
Food5 will be intcrvie\\mg student, for 
sale, trainee program, on Thursday, 
Apr. 2. Plea5e sign up in ad,ance at 
Career Planrnng. 
Student Congress 
Al Student Congrcs, on Tuesdu}, 
Mar. 18, 1981, the followmg change, 
were rccommcned regarding the 1982-
83 Academic Calendar Propo,al: 
I. That a Fall Break in October be in-
cluded; 
2. That the Spring Break in March be 
expanded to a two-week brea~. 
Comment, supportmg this cxpan,ion 
included the concern wnh the length 
of time that both music group; and 
athletic group5 felt they needed to 
practice or to tour. 
On l'eh. 10, 1981 Student Congre~, 
received thc,e propo'>Cd l.ihrary 
oncmng and clo,ing times: 
:\fay I 8:30 a.n1.-M1drnght 
May 2 9:00 a.m.-M1dnight 
May312;30p.m.-l:00a.m 
May4-7 8:00a.111 -1:00a m 
May 8 8:00 a.111 -5:00 pm. 
During the follo"111g week Congrc"» 
member, were ,15ked 10 ob1a111 feed-
bad from their cnmtitucnc1e, and on 
Feb. 17, I 981, the lollm, ing change, 
were recommended: 
I .That the I 1brary remain open at 
lea,! on<.: hour later ca.:h nidlt for the 
entire week prior to final e,:1111, (April 
27-May3). 
2. That on <;undav, \lav 3, the 
1.ibr.iry open at 8 or ·8:30 a:m. '>ln,e 
tl11, " the day bclore f111ah begin and 
'>lutknt, v.ill probably need ,pace and 
quiet during th1, time more than 
u,ual. 
Johnson Museum 
EXHIBITIONS 
Painting Up Front: Apr. 8-May 24. 
Organized by Thomas W. Leavitt, 
exhibition feature, the work of ten ab-
5tract paintcr5 currently working m 
NYC. Nancy Brett, Renee Hanan, 
Stewart Hitch, Vcred Lieb, Douglas 
Martin, Peter Pinchbeck, Richard 
Ruben, Edwin Ruda, Herbert Schif-
frm and Thornton WILLIS. 
Phologruphs by Rene Magritte: Apr. 
15-May 17. Photograph, by the 
;urreahst Rene Magritte. 
SYMPOSIUM 
Abslrocl Painting Today: Apr. 8-
10:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. Pancli,ts: Anita 
Feldman, Hal Fo5tcr, Peter Pinch-
beck, Carter Ratcliff and Peter Sch-
jcldhal. Moderator: Thoma; W. 
Leavitt. Free and open to the public at 
TJadcn Hall, acro55 the 5treet from the 
mu1eum. 
EDUCATION 
Mu,eum in the Schoob: ln-;crv1cc 
Workshop for Creati,c Writing 
Teachcr5. Part I, ,\pr. I, 6:30-8:30 
p.m. Part II, Apr. 8, 6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Integrate your Engli5h curriculua with 
the re5ource5 of the John;on Mu,eum. 
D15cover how to u5c ongmal \\ork, of 
art to teach creative \\nting. In-
service credn offered. 'Registration 
fee. Free, ca5y parking. For more 111-
formation call 256-6464. 
OPENl:-.iG 
Memhers' Opening Reception: Apr. 7 
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Ne\\ member, 
may join at the membcr,h1p de,k 111 
the lobby. Regular mcmber,h1p - S25. 
Student membership - S IO. 
Museum Hour; - 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m, 
Tuc,.-Sun. 
Marathon 
The ;econd annual Five College 
Marathon will be run tlm year on 
Sunday. May 3. The race begins at 
Smith College in Northampton, \la5;. 
at 9 a.m. and wmd, its way through 
\loulll Holyoke, Hamp;h1re and 
Amhcr;t Colleges r •fore finishmg a; 
Alumm Stadium, University of 
Ma;;achusctts. The 26 mile, 385 yard 
cour;e, certified bv the Amateur 
Athletic Umon, ;., a relau,ely 
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challenµmg one with a Lhmh n,e1 the 
300 foot Notch which ,eparatcs 
Amhcr,t from South Hadley 
l.a,t ye.ir the race wa, \\On hy 'itc,c 
N0Je1m, a graduate 5tudcnt al U\-la'>'>, 
111 2:34. The fir,t woman, Nancy 
Con, of Ea'>thamr,ton, Ma<,<,., 
fllmhed in 2:43. Three month, later, 
,he went on to place ,econd 111 the 
Avon Women's lntcrna11onal 
Marathon in London with a t1me ol 
2:36. 
The race 1, ,pomorcll by the 
Sugarloaf Athletic Club and the 
Texon Cor.porat1on. manufacturer, ol 
athle11c footwear Numerou, mer-
chandi,e pritc, will be a\\ardcll, one 
to the f1r,1 college ,1udcn1 to cro"' the 
f11mh hnc. l.a,t year', race rece1,ed 
complimentary re, 1cv., from man~ 
runner,: organi1at1on, water ,top,, 
pri1c5, refreshment, and facilities all 
received h1i?h ma_rk,. Anyone in-
terc,ted 111 competmg 111 the racc 
,l10uld "me: Tex on Five College 
Marathon, Sugarloaf Athletic Club. 
P.O. Box 659, Amherst, \IAOJ()()4_ 
Conference 
The Second Annuul Easler Manis! 
Scholars' Conference will be held in 
Washington D.C .. Nov. 13-15. 1981. 
It\ timely theme i, "People's Right5 
and the Crisi5 of Capitalism in the 
U.S.A.: The Marxist Response to 
\1onopoly', Agenda for the 1980s." 
The Conference is part of an 
ongoing effort to e;tabli,h a per-
manent network for dialogue and 
mutual ,upport among Marxi;t 
seholar, throughout the Ea;tcrn State5 
according the Sidney Gluck. co-
chairpcr,on of the Conference 
program committee and profc<,,or of 
Mar,ism at The Nm School for Social 
Rc,can:h 111 NYC. \lar,l'>t thinker, 
from univer,111e,, trade umon,, com-
mumty agcnc1c,. public 1ntere'>l 
group,. government. the unem-
ployment line,. \\ill e\plorc the 
follo...,ing topic;: 1 he right to Inc in 
peace-not the cold v.ar revival, the 
right to a Job-not the "re1n-
dmtrialization " hoax. the right to 
equality and JU,t1ce-no1 the re,urgen.:c 
of repre'>'i10n, the right to earn and 
learn-not an attack onf public 
education. the rid11 to k1Hrn-not b1C! 
burn1es, ~ontrol" of mas, mcdioa~ 
-culture and <,e1encc, the right to a 
decent hfc-not the abando1;ment ot 
,ocial need, 
Exprc'>'iom of all 1cndcnc1e, 111 
Marxl'>m arc \\clcomc but pure!~ ,cc·-
tanan attack, on one.: ,1c.:\\po1111 or 
another ,,ill be dl'>couraged 
Pronmal~ ,hould be ,utim111,·d 1n the.: 
form ot an ab,tra,1 of two 1ypc\\ri1tcn 
page.:, t6lXJ-750 ,,ord,) b, June I, 
1981. The.: Conference.: program 1, 
open to further ,ugge,lltlll'> for panels 
and ,1clcome, your communication, 
tor them. Plca,c.: wnd three copie; ,11 
,our propo,al to either [a>1er '.\.lani,t 
Scholar,' Conference. Room 1201, 
202 W. 40th St., Ne,, York C11y, 
llXJlg_ or Ste,e Talbot, A"»oc1atc.: 
l'rofc.:'>'>or, Department 01 
S0c1olog~/A111hropology, Urmc.:r,11~ 
of D.C., 929 E Street ~.\\ ., 
Wa,hington D.C , 20004. Further 111-
lormatwn. including a li,1 ol ,rec1f1c 
rnp1c,, may be ob~ainc.:d lrom the.: sJ111<: 
addrc~,c,. 
School or Bu<,iness Studenb are in-
> ited 10 appl) for- an imern5hip 
po,ition with a major ad,crming 
,1gcncv in NYC for fall ,emc,ter I 981. 
r'he i~tcrnship po5illon would involve 
"orking in the Media Department 
"ith ;pecific task5 inrnhing research 
11110 a5;e;sing media cffecti, enc,,. 
The intern will pos,ess a sound quan-
lltativc tackground and demonstra1.· 
ex,ellent written and oral com-
munication skills. The intern will 
po"c5s an understanding and strong 
interest in Marketing. The ho;t agen-
cy will reimburse commuting expense; 
up to $50 per week. The intern will be 
rc,pomible for his/her own living cx-
pemes while on the internship. Ap-
plications arc available from Mrs. Dec 
Floros in the School of Business office 
on the 14th floor of the West Tower. 
·------------------------------------~--. I 
The deadline for receipt of ap-
phcat ions i; Apr. I, 198 I. ! ClassifiedsClossifieds i 
The Loni: Island Advertising Club I I 
(LIAC) is offering S3,500 in scholar- I Order form I 
,hip awards to all ~tudents who arc 
Lon Island residents majoring in ad- I Name I 
vcrt1;111g and/or marketing and Ithacan personals are free! Save --------------------- I 
enrolled for the fall term of 198 1. I this order form, and when you Phone.Number 
There are three awards: a top prize I 
of s1.5oo and two second prim of I want to submit a message, fill it ---------------------
s1 ,ooo each. They will be pre5entcd I out. Just deliver it to the Ithacan Date to Appear I 
tlm June lo winncr5 determined on the I 
basis of academic performance, extra- I office by Monday night of the 
curricular activities, involvement in I week you want it to appear. I 
marketing/advertising and letters of n 
recommendation. I II 
LIAC award winners will be ~clec- I I 
tcd by a panel of judges this year in-
cluding: Theodore Black, President of I Message I 
Walter J. Black, Inc., and former I 
chancellor of the NYS Board of I -------------------------------------------------
Regents; Joan Sullivan Baranski, I ---------------------------------------------------- I Editor-in-Chief of Teacher Magazine; 
and J. Lyle McGuire, Public Relations I I 
Office of the Long Island Trust Com- I I 
pany. 
This is the seventh consecutive year I ..1 • 
that these awards arc being made. The· • - • - - • - - • - - - - • - - • - • - • - - • •mama 81 ml ml ID &a mm 
111111 
an mD mi la fllll1' 
• 
Classifieds 
Dear Piano Plavcr & Markci Basket, 
I have all of iifcs cs;entials; blow dryer, 
curling iron; tclcv1s1011, ~teroo, FM Sh=. 
and thcrL-s even a Panorama on BBC. I 
L"\l'll have my ov.n dishwasher - Jeffery. 
KmgThing, 
Love & l\.fos you, 
Mindy 
Too bad about spring break. DctwL>cn 
the kook and the crazy lady ya have my 
sympathi~. Mindy miss~ your ~xy legs 
Oliver wants Imus's job ... or (,old\ for 
that matter. Glad to hear about the suc-
ce-.,ful jumpmg sea.,on. Oh boy,.I hear 
Ithaca College girls are FAST!!! 
All is well & We all mis, you 
Room1c 
ol1 l11DN1"'1• 
ROLLER WORLD·;,~~;,·;::·;;-;•,~·,' 
Wednuday 
After Sct'lool S11.111e 
ltoS JO 
Btg1nn,r·, L,.,on 
545,64\ 
Rock •n Roll Old1t1 
7 II pm 
All AQt\ 
Thunda-, 
Ava11.11ble tor 
Pnvatt' P.arl1f\ 
6 JO 11 JO PM 
(.1111 lar Or1,1il\ 
To my freshman crewman-
Good luck with your 
weekend! 
With love, 
The Troublemaker 
Pony-
meet tlm 
You arc THE FOX of Ithaca College! 
Hope your birthday will be remem-
bered a~ a hurnmin' one. 
Cornell Connection 
A.A. 
We've given you time and now it's a 
crime. It's been much 100 long since 
you have sang your song. You know 
who you are in your dented white car. 
We know you have the llot, 50 give us 
our toot. W c won't let you forget so 
pay up your debt! 
G.S., J,N 
Apartment, for Rent: 
1,2,3,4 or 5 bedroom for fall seme~ter 
on South Hill. 272-3389 
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D 408 Hillview Place; 3Bedroom House. $138/person. D § Call Tenants: 273-0037. § 
D 110 Hillview Place; 4 Bedroom Furnished Apartment D § 132/oerson. Call 1 enants: 277-2231. § 
D 410 WQ.vjew Place ; 6 Bedroom Furnished Apartment. D § $125/person. Call Tenants: 277-3158 § 
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0 10-11. 'bl.ZS/person. Call Tenants: 277-2231 or 0 
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0 0 g *If Any Questiow 95P Renta1 Agent : Mrs. Long g 
To the 28th plcdgeclass 
Good luck in the near furnre. Pull 
together and stay psychcil! We love 
you. 
Pooh 
To thc27th-
Where arc we going to start our 
tradition? Get psyched for thurs. nitc. 
ILY 
the sec/treas. 
Yohan-
Horny Floridiam do it in ancient Az-
tec panel trucks. Where did you do it? 
Love, 
Twist 
Rogcr-
ROADTRIP. HOMESTEAD! 
there aloha. Maybe this May? 
Signed, 
Be 
To The 28th-
Success is failure turned inside out-
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt 
and you never can tell how close you 
are, it may be near when it seems so 
far. So stick to the fight when you're 
hardest hit- It's when things seem 
worst that you musn't quit. 
Love, 
the younger assistant 
BlethMersh 
Here at J.C. we think of you much! 
Hope your travels are safe, happy & ad-
venturous. Lord, I miss you! Ea.~t me 
raw in the mornin'! Can't wait to see you 
& live with you next semester . Keep me 
post.!d. Hi Jude! Pop, Pop, Cheerio old 
mate. 
Lo\c your old and future roomic 
Andrea 
Jerry & Danny's friend A A 
,;;;~~~~========= .. : 
!<cl, 
Herc's to high times! 
them!! 
Love, 
Dear Karen, 
And more of 
I v.ish l could keep you company in the 
library. Good luck on your midterm\. 
Love, 
l11c Bag lady with the k-g warmers and 
the pointed Western boots 
Adina in London, 
Tally hoc and all that rot! Miss you 
much, whcn't the next letter? 
Love ya, 
LBM 
We've given you time 
And now it's a crime 
It's been too long 
Since you sang your song. 
You know who you arc 
with your dented white car. 
We know you have the loot, 
And you still owe us t-hc toot. 
We won't let you forget 
So pay up your debt. 
G.S.,J.N. 
P .S. Second Notice 
To Karen & Amy in London, 
Hope things arc well there. I miss both 
of you. Can't wait for Set1ior Week. 
Love, 
The Hawaiian Tourist 
Babe, 
Happy Anniversary. The past year ha~ 
been filkd with a lot of good times. I'm 
sure there will be plmty more. "What 
more can I ,;ay? ! " 
Love, 
To the Sunshine Girls, 
Florida Y,as great. The Holiday Hotel 
wa~n't much but the tuna fish wa~ top 
rate and we did meet Starskv and Hutch! 
What more do you want?! · 
Love, 
Mc 
Herman, 
Thanx for not making me wait roe 
long. That's what I call a 4-lcaf clover! 
· The Worm 
To Barry's Girl· 
Good luck with your Boards Monday! 
We're behind you 100 percent! 
Thinking of you-
The Ithacan Threesome 
Tracie, 
Spring's here-
time for more" Jeffy walk~"! 
Smiles, kiddo! 
Qs 
Dons-
Psyched for this weekend? Bump, 
Bibs & Boredom. Beer, Bongo & 
Boys. Sounds better to me! Have 
fun! 
ILY, 
Susie 
To my vacation companion-
Zebras here, 
ice cream there 
memories; made everywhere 
Signed, 
Sciswrs 
To my secret crush-
I am madly in love with your "big 
~tick." 
Love, 
"A" student 
The little big man, 
Do you know what you want becau,e I 
get what I want? 
Love, 
Pa~sionate 
P-Boo, 
Roomates & Campu~ leaders go wil 
with lax action. 
Love you!? 
Dear Karen, 
I can't wall ull vou come home. You 
~hould of ,lapp~d Sh--head. Ta~c 
care of yourself. M1,s you. 
Love, 
the lcgwarmcr bag lady 
g tel. 257-0fll6 after 5pm. & Weekends § ~;kends .. 
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Music 
]" i ore! Hall ;,,,ditorlU'TI 
:_1.,! r.S:.!...}X 
Sr. \'01ce, !S_. S:ol_'=.• 7pn,(;;) 
(,r.id !Ji.1110, _Q. Kin~, 8: 15 
(FI 
~l~r.sJ:i. 28 
.Ir. i'i.1no, J. Sok~~~~_s_, 
:.~ 'P!l' ( F) 
!r. \"oic~, ~- Viclur1ne, 
J n. ll'. (;;) 
Jr. \"01ce, d- J~llOQ£, 
2 p.·:1. (I") 
fr. llarrnet, ~- Schlenker 
·.\ I'. I\. ( ·;) 
J r . \ o ice , :~. _Doh t~ r tJ~, 
.. I'.~,. ( I') 
Jr. t,t.: l lo, L · _n_·!.:~:!-~1~r_. 
~ :, • r·:. I:. I 
~r. '."uil:L', ~- F~ri:_~U:_, 
K: I::, p .n. (I) 
JutnL \'oiLI.! & Flut~, ~-
1..i n & _l~. }ehabe_~':!.!_1, 
K: 15 p.~., Chapel 
Jr. Trumpt.:t, _!S. Q.y~, 
9 i'. "'. (:-.) 
~!<1rcri_ ~ 
Choir Concert, ) p.m. (F) 
Cr,1c! Cello, i. Gross, 
7 p. m. (:i) 
Mu Phi Epsilon Guest 
Artist Julie Rosenfeld, 
8: LS p.m. (F) 
March JO 
----
Gr.id Viola, C. Erlandsen, 
1,30 p.m. <"ii"> 
.Joint Euphonium, !!_. Camp-
field & D. ~artones, 
9-p-.--;;;. (Nl 
Ma rel! l!. 
I c c,,ncerts, Donald Gramm 
l\,1ss· i\<1riton~S(F) 
April .!. 
l'h1 .lu Alpha SpriPg 
I(,•, it, .. !, 8: 15 p.m. (F) 
Jr. Pi.Uh), ~-· h'crking 1 
q p.111. (ll) 
Theatre/Films 
~!arch_ 27 !!_ 28 
S.A.B. Film Caddvshack, 
Textor 101, 7 & 9:30 pm. 
Admission charged. 
Lectures/Seminars 
~larch Y... 
Recruiting, Ohrbachs, 
Career Planning, Gannett 
March 29 Self Directed Search 
--- - Workshop, Career Plans, 
~.A.H. Film The Fantastic 3 _ 5 p.m. Animation Festival, 
Text.;-;To1-;-~ 
Admission charged. 
~larch l!. 
Directing Greenroom, 
!·!.L. Mulcahv, "Red 
Cross" by s";"m She po rd, 
Arena Theatre, 4:15 & 
8:15 p.m. 
April 2. !!_ !!_ 
S.,\.H. Filr.i Kramer vs. 
Kramer, Textor 101, 
7&9:30 p.m. Admis-
sion charged. 
LOOKI~G FORWARD: 
The King and.!. opens 
April 7, Main Theatre, 
8:15 p.m. Tickets 
available at the 
box office. 
Moster Class with Donald 
Gra~, Ford Auditorium, 
7 p. n,. 
April _l 
Recruiting, Sibley_§_ 
Department Stores, 
Career Planning. 
Interview~ Tips and 
Techniques, Career 
Planning, 3-4 p.m. 
C.P. Snow Lecture 
"Energy Futures and 
Conservation" by 
Duane Chapman, Textor 
102, 8 p.m. 
April 1 
Marxist-Feminist ~erics 
"The New Right, the 
Pro-Life Movement and 
the Rise of Sexual 
Freedom," with Rosalind 
Tepchesky, Science 202, 
8 p.m. 
Twentieth Century Hispan-
ic Women Poets, Main 
Chapel, 8:15 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. 
Creating!!. Credential 
File, Career Planning, 
-i-::-2 p. m, 
Meetings 
~larch 27 
Candidate for Director of 
London Center, Dr. Lackey 
Conference Room, Gannett 
Center, 11 to 12:15. 
~ 12. 
Senior Class, Job Room, 
Union, 6:45 p.m. 
March 30 
Alcohol Awareness Task 
Force, Job Room, 4:15 pm. 
~l1rketing Association, 
Crossroads & Buffer 
Lounge, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Dorm Council Meeting, 
~Lounge, West Tower, 
9 p.m. 
March 1!. 
UCF Fellowship Dl.n11er, 
--y.;b Room, Union, 5: 4 5-8. 
Hillel, ~uller Chapel, 6pm 
Student Government, Union 
Dining Hall, 8 p.m. 
April .!_ 
Friends of Israel, Muller 
Chapel,5~ 
Oracle Society Induction, 
~r Chapel, 7 p.m. 
April 1 
Chess Club, Demotte Room, 
Union:-T:30-8:30 p.m. 
Political Awareness Group, 
Phillips Room, Chapel, 
7: 30 p.m. 
April !± 
Navigators Fellowship, 
Demotte Room, Union, 
7:30 to 10 p.m. 
Sports 
March 28 
Varsitv Crew, vs. :-ler-
chant Marine Acadenv, 
10 a. n,, 
Vdrs~rr Lac_~s~. VS. 
Oswego, l p.01. (A) 
April .l 
Varsity Baseball, vs. 
Mansfield, 1 p.1:,. (II) 
Track, vs. Binghamton, 
2 p.m. (II) 
April_]_ 
Softball, vs. Montclair, 
3 p.m. (A) 
compiled by the 
Office of Campus 
Activities - mlz 
Etcetera 
~!arch 2 7 - JO 
S.A.Jl. chairjlCfson 
appl-1c.it ions <1va1 l· 
;ible, Oit1ce of 
Canpu~ Activities. 
~arl.:_!1 2 7 - ~_E_1_l_ ~ 
S.A.B. cor,:s11ttc~ 
chairnerson appli-
cJtio;-s-Jv:;ilJb le, 
CJmpus Activities. 
~lan:h 27 - ,\pr 11_ j.Q 
Light/Coli,r Photn-
gr.iphy I :·:'1ibit, 
llandw~rkcr GJllery 
Gannett. ~eckdays 
only. 
March 28 
Jazz in theCross-
-.!:9ads, _9pm ~l-:;r.1, 
~l.irch 30 
S.A.B. chairperson 
·--;;pplications due, 
Office of Campus 
Activities, 5pm. 
Africa in the Amer-
~ Rehema~ 
Job Room, 6-8 pm. 
~ 30 - April I 
Student Government. 
Executive Board 
Campaigning. 
April .!. 
Africa in the Amer-
, icas Rehema~ 
JobRoom, 7-9 pm. 
Room Selection, 
Terrace Dining 
H~ll, 7:30-11 P-m, 
, April l_ 
Tom Rasely Concert, 
Chapel, 7:30-10 pn 
sponsored by uc,· -
Room Selection, 
Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:30-11 p.m. 
